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TOPOLOGY CONTROL USING JOINT POWER AND BEAM-WIDTH
CONTROL IN HYBRID RF/FSO MESH NETWORKS
Osama Awwad, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2009
Most wireless networks are deployed strictly in the radio frequency (RF)
domain, since RF channels provide natural support for radial broadcast operations.
However, the downside of RF channels is that they introduce many limiting
externalities that make providing scalable quality of service (QoS) support difficult, if
not intractable. These well-known technical challenges include bandwidth scarcity,
lack of security, high interference, and high bit error rates.
Faced with such daunting obstacles to QoS, the use of Free Space Optics
(FSO) for wireless communications has been proposed in which it has the potential to
support higher link data rates compared to present RF technology. Furthermore,
because FSO uses directed optical transmissions in which channel beam-width is
adjustable, inter-FSO communication interference can be limited.

Finally, the

avoidance of radial broadcasting also provides some degree of security against
eavesdropping. The benefits of FSO do not come without a price, most notable of
which is the need to maintain line of sight (LOS) between the transmitter and the
receiver during the course of communication. Moreover, FSO link availability can be
degraded by adverse weather conditions like fog, rain, snow, and haze. In this
research work, we propose a topology control solution that meets QoS requirements

in hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks using joint power and beam-width control. But
deciding to use a hybrid model brings with it, its own set of unique problems,
stemming in large part from the fact that nodes can choose between two different
channels types-each with its own transmission characteristics. Given this, steps
must be taken to prevent a relay node in a multi-hop connection from being tempted
to behave selfishly by forwarding other nodes' packets using the less reliable channel
type, thereby avoiding the individual opportunity cost that would be incurred by a
"fairer" choice of allocating a high quality link. We address this problem of selfish
behavior by formulating node decisions within a hybrid RF/FSO network in a
Bayesian game-theoretic model that is designed specifically to guarantee optimal
cooperativeness.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Most wireless networks are deployed strictly in RF domain because of the
broadcast nature of RF channels. However, technical challenges are preventing such
networks from providing a scalable QoS support, particularly bandwidth scarcity, lack
of security, high interference, and high bit error rates are among the limitations of
wireless RF channels. Because of these limitations and challenges, researchers started
to draw attention to the use of Free Space Optics (FSO) in wireless communications.
FSO is a technology that enables the transmission of optical signals through free
space or air. Such propagation of optical signals through air requires the use of light.
Light sources can be either coherent light (lasers) or non-coherent light (LEDs) [1].
Using LEDs in mesh networks is more practical, since LEDs use very little power,
have wider beam-width compared with lasers, and overcome the safety issue that is
considered as a major concern in laser sources. Recently, the high-brightness LED
technology has been developed where some LEDs can be deployed with a rate up to 2
Gbps and can reach a distance up to 104 miles [2]. In addition to the high data rate,
FSO can provide directional transmissions by adjusting its channel beam-width. This
directionality in transmission can reduce the FSO communication interference, and
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can also provide a secure directional transmission instead of broadcasting to multiple
neighbors. However, one of the big challenges of FSO is the need to have line of sight
(LOS) between the transmitter and the receiver during the course of communication.
Moreover, FSO link availability can be degraded by adverse weather conditions like
fog, rain, snow, and haze. A hybrid approach that uses RF/FSO is needed to overcome
the weaknesses of the individual channel types. Several frameworks have been
proposed for such hybrid networks [3, 4, 5, 6] and other prototypes have been
implemented [7, 8].
We believe that the hybrid RF/FSO approach is an attractive solution for use
in three areas: (i) Battlefield Environments, (ii) Intelligence Transportation Systems
(ITS), and (iii) Telemetry and Telesurgery. On the battlefield, RF/FSO technology has
many applications in the next generation military networks [5] such as:
•

Ultra high-capacity cross-links between satellites and potentially space-to-air or
space-to-ground platforms.

•

Airborne networks.

•

Air-to-ground links to mcrease the high-rate RF links currently used for
communication.
In ITS environments, there is a need for roadside-equipment (RSE) to roadside

equipment (RSE) communication. The broadcast nature and the low data rate of RF
channels make the employment of RF technology, in such dense environments, not a
practical solution. We propose the use of hybrid RF/FSO channels to alleviate the
limitations of RF channels. In this approach, directionality and high data rate features
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of FSO channels make it a suitable solution for data communication. Furthermore, RF
channels can serve as backup data channels and as control channels at the same time.
The other application where hybrid RF/FSO technology can be used is Telemetry
and Telesurgery. These technologies provide emergency care to people in remote
areas and/or harsh environments, such as war zones, Polar Regions, or space stations
even if a doctor is not available. In this kind of application, the surgeons operate using
robotic arms based on a visual feedback that comes from a tiny video camera inserted
in the patient. Receiving such video streams requires reliable and high data rate
connection that can be achieved using hybrid RF/ FSO.

1.2 Problem Description
None of the previous work in the literature has addressed the affect of
adjusting the transmission power level or beam-width opening in RF/FSO networks.
In our work, we propose an adaptive topology control framework that uses both RF
FSO simultaneously where each node can adjust its power level for both RF and FSO
channels. Also, it can adjust the beam-width of FSO channels such that we end up
with a topology configuration that can meet given QoS requirements (end-to-end
delay and throughput jointly) while minimizing the total transmission power.
Adjusting the beam-width and the transmission power in wireless networks
has pros and cons. As illustrated in Figure 1.1 a node with large beam-width or high
transmission power usually has more nodes in the transmission range (higher node
degree). This can help to reduce the average number of hops; thus minimizing the
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end-to-end delay. However, a higher node degree can lead to more channel
contentions and an increased amount of interference. In a similar manner, nodes with
lower number of nodes in the transmission range tend to have lower connectivity.
This results in high average path length which consequently leads to high end-to-end
delay. As such, it appears that there is a trade-off and· our objective is to construct a
robust topology by minimizing the transmission power, adapting the beam-width, and
selecting different channels such that we meet joint throughput and end-to-end delay
requirements. The flexibility of our proposed system model makes it a solution that
can be applied for various directional and omnidirectional technologies by changing
the modulation techniques that we describe in the system model subsection.

•
•

•

Figure 1.1: The effect of transmission power and beam opening on the node degree

1.3 Dissertation Organization
In this work, the mam difficulty is the problem of network design: what
should the beam width (of the FSO elements) be? What should the transmission
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power levels (of the RF and FSO elements) be? Which RF and FSO channels to
select? In my doctoral thesis, I resolve these questions. Our approach combines both
theory and applications, and the main contributions of my thesis are: (1) A hardware
prototype for hybrid RF/FSO system (2) A system model to solve topology control
problem in hybrid (RF/FSO) mesh networks based on adaptive control of the
transmission power and the beam-width of individual nodes according to quality of
service (QoS) requirements; (3) A framework to guarantee cooperativeness and in
wireless networks based on a Bayesian game-theoretic model; (4) An optimization
engine to find the optimal topology configuration for small-scale networks and sub
optimal solution for large-scale networks in Hybrid RF/FSO networks; (5) A parallel
Particle Swarm Optimization solution using Nvidia's CUDA-enabled GPU to solve
the topology control problem in Hybrid RF/FSO (6) Analytical and theoretical results
of the aforementioned ideas
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides literature survey about the usage of hybrid technologies in the
telecommunication field. Chapter 3 introduces the hybrid Radio Frequency and Free
Space Optics (RF/FSO) in which we provide the advantages and the weaknesses of
each individual technology. In addition, we present current challenges and proposed
solutions by researchers in this area. Chapter 4 provides a hardware implementation
for a hybrid RF/FSO prototype.
Chapter 5 describes our proposed system model for the topology control problem in
hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks. Also, in chapter 5 we formally present an Integer
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Linear Programming (ILP) formulation for the topology control problem which
accurately captures its objectives and constraints. The ILP objective is to minimize
the total transmission power by adjusting the topology parameters in order to meet
QoS requirements in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput. Chapter 6 relaxes the
topology control problem using Lagrangian Relaxation. In the relaxation process, our
problem is transformed into a dual problem by introducing the power constraints and
the beam opening constraints which are the complicating constraints to the objective
function of the original primal ILP problem. Chapter 7 introduces a particle swarm
optimization approach to solve topology control in hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks for
large-scale networks. Chapter 8 provides a parallel implementation of the PSO using
CUDA-enabled Graphical Processing Unit (GPU). Our proposed solution was able to
solve the problem for large-scale networks in time efficient manner in which we were
able to achieve "'392x speedup compared to the sequential CPU implementation.
Chapter 9 provides an effective new technique by which to guarantee cooperativeness
in hybrid (RF/FSO) networks. Our approach is based on a novel Bayesian game
theoretic model, and uses a pricing scheme in which each destination node pays some
amount of virtual money to the source node in order to acquire a reliable connection.
Chapter 10 presents overall conclusions and the future trajectory of our research
efforts.
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CHAPTER2
LITERATURE SURVEY IN THE FIELD OF HYBRID
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

2.1 Introduction
Over the past few years, the field of computer and telecommunication
networks has experienced tremendous growth in which many technologies have been
introduced to address the new challenges in this area. These challenges include:
bandwidth requirements, security concerns, network connectivity, coverage area, etc.
Unfortunately, each technology by itself can handle all these requirements. For
example, most wireless networks are deployed strictly in the radio frequency (RF)
domain, since RF channels provide natural support for radial broadcast operations.
However, the downside of RF channels is that they introduce many limiting
externalities that make providing scalable quality of service (QoS) support difficult, if
not intractable. Therefore, there is a major need to employ two or more technologies
simultaneously to improve the overall network by considering the advantages of
different technologies while avoiding their weaknesses. In this chapter, we cover the
usage of hybrid technologies in ad hoc networks and optical networks which are
considered as very hot areas in the telecommunications area. In the following chapter,
we cover the hybrid Radio Frequency and Free Space Optics (RF/FSO) in wireless
networks.
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2.2 Hybrid Ad Hoc Networks
Commonly, wireless networks are divided into two communication structures:
infrastructure networks and ad-hoc networks. Infrastructure wireless networks
represent a traditional wireless communication model where nodes communicate with
each other through a base station. In this section, we will refer to these networks as
BS Networks. On the other hand, Ad hoc networks represent a decentralized model
where nodes do not require infrastructure or base stations to establish connections
with other nodes.
Compared with Ad hoc networks, BS networks provide higher data rates,
better communications connectivity, higher coverage area, and better QoS scalability.
On the other hand, Ad hoc networks have the properties of flexibility because of the
plug-and-play property, power efficiency, and simplicity. All these properties, not
surprisingly, make Ad hoc networks a preferred solution in disaster environments,
battlefield networks, and vehicular communications.
Researchers started proposing hybrid solutions of Ad hoc networks where a
sparse network of base stations is placed within an ad hoc network to improve the
usability of ad hoc networks. In such hybrid networks, nodes communicate in a multi
hop fashion or through base stations. Nodes can use in an ad hoc mode to
communication with each other, while the base station functions as an intermediate
node to connect nodes in ad hoc networks with other networks. Another advantage of
having the base station is that nodes can communicate with each other within the
same ad hoc network through a base station if that leads to less power usage or to save
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access bandwidth. Figure 2.1 demonstrate an example of such a hybrid ad hoc
network.
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Figure 2.1: Hybrid solution in ad hoc networks

This hybrid solution has been studied in the literature by many researchers.
The authors in [ 13] proposed hybrid wireless network protocols to combine the
advantages of wireless infrastructure networks and ad-hoc wireless networks. In this
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protocol, wireless nodes can communicate with each other using the ad-hoc mode if
the nodes are within transmission range. If the communication cannot be
accomplished using ad-hoc mode, the two nodes will start communicating using a
base station. Three types of transmission are considered in this protocol:
1) One-hop direct ad hoc transmission: Source node and destination node
communicate directly using an ad hoc mode.
2) Two-hop ad hoc transmission: source node and destination node communicate
through an intermediate node using an ad hoc mode.
3) Base station transmission: source node and destination node communicate
through a base station.
Figure 2.2 presents a flow chart of this protocol. The authors limited the direct
transmission to at most two hops in order to reduce overhead and complexity.

2.3 Hybrid Optical Networks
Traffic demand has increased substantially, somewhat unexpectedly, prompting
carriers to add capacity quickly and in the most cost effective way possible. This
change in the fundamental character of backbone network traffic prompted Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) and Internet Backbone Providers (IBPs) to switch to optical
transmission technology by replacing the traditional capacity limited copper cables
with optical fibers.
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Figure 2.2: Hybrid transmission protocol using Ad hoc and base station
transmission modes

This radical change required also a modification m all underlying
communication protocols by providing hybrid solutions that leverage the advantages
of multiple optical technologies at the same time.. In this section we focus on the
usage of hybrid Optical-Optical-Optical (0-0-0) and Optical-Electrical-Optical (O-E0) switches, and Optical switching using Hybrid Optical Burst Switching (OBS) and
Optical Circuit Switching (OCS).
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2.3.1

Hybrid 000 and OEO Optical Switches

High data rate, noise rejection, and electrical isolation are some of the main
features that made optical transmission the technology of choice for all major
telecommunication carriers. Nowadays, most of the optical transmission equipments
are still based on the electronic processing of optical signals, which requires the
optical signal to go through several processing stages before it reaches its intended
destination. Using this equipment, the optical signal is converted to an electrical
signal, amplified, switched, and finally the electrical signal is reconverted back to
optical domain. This is generally referred to as Optical-Electrical-Optical (O-E-0)
conversion. 0-E-O equipment presents a significant bottleneck in today's transport
networks. Moreover, 0-E-O transmission equipment puts a bound on the signal
processing power because of its limited ability to process the electrical signal in
acceptable time. For example, an 0-E-O amplifier that was state-of-the art several
years ago may not be able to keep up with the demands of the future. However, an
all-optical amplifier does not set any bounds or restrictions on the signals that need to
be amplified.
All-optical equipment (sometimes referred to as Optical-Optical-Optical or
0-0-0) switch the optical signal to a different output without the need for 0-E-O
(Optical-Electrical-Optical) conversion. All optical switching equipment can be
implemented using different technologies. These technologies include liquid crystals,
holographic crystals, tiny mirrors, etc. One of the most widely used technologies by
all-optical equipment manufacturers is the tiny moveable mirrors known as Micro-
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Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS). MEMS consist of mmors no larger in
diameter than a human hair arranged on special pivots giving them the freedom to
move in three dimensions. Thanks to the advances in this kind of technology, mirror
arrays of no larger than a few centimeters square can support hundreds of mirrors.
Light from an input fiber is aimed at a mirror, which is directed to reflect the light to
another mirror on a facing array. This mirror then reflects the light down towards the
desired switch output. [14]
It is true that it is in the interest of ISPs and IBPs to replace existing 0-E-0
[15] with 0-0-0 equipments due to the fact that all optical equipments consume less
power, generate less heat, have better security, and they provide bit-independent
protocol. However, different challenges make the usage of all optical equipments
based on the current technologies a hard task to achieve based on: (1) the lack of 3R
regeneration (Reamplifying, Reshaping, and Retiming) (2) wavelength conversion to
resolve wavelength contention, and (3) Traffic grooming to utilize channel capacity.
To overcome the limitations of 0-0-0 and 0-E-0 and since most of the traffic
passing through optical networks is transit traffic (around 75%) [16], a hybrid
architecture that uses 0-0-0 function to route transit traffic between WDM ports and
between WDM ports and 0-E-0 component, and it uses 0-E-0 function to do
complex functionalities, such as wavelength termination an regeneration, and traffic
grooming by adding and dropping traffic. Figure 2.3 provides a high level architecture
of a proposed hybrid 0-0-0 and 0-E-0. Also, Figure 2.4 demonstrates a conceptual
architecture that has been presented by Ericson in [18]
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Figure 2.3: A hybrid hierarchical optical cross-connect node [16]

2.3.2

Hybrid OCS and OBS Optical Switching

Optical switching can be classified into three categories: (1) Optical Circuit
Switching (OCS), (2) Optical Packet Switching (OPS), and (3) Optical Burst
Switching (OBS).
In OCS, a lightpath between source and destination nodes to be established
where dedicated wavelengths need to be assigned for each lightpath. The solution of
OCS can be considered a pragmatic fit in backbone networks to establish point-point
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links to support heavy load traffic in the core network. However, the fact that OCS
depends on static usage of individual wavelength make it an inflexible solution for
current dynamic applications that generate bursty traffic.

Figure 2.4: Hybrid optical conceptual architecture by Ericson [18]

Because of these limitations, OPS has been introduced to send IP packets
using a single wavelength as a shared resource over an all-optical network. Ideally,
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OPS is considered the most efficient solution for wavelength utilization and dynamic
traffic handling. However, in practice, OPS is facing a big challenge because of its
dependence on optical buffers, which does not seem a technology that can be
achieved in the near future. Therefore, researchers started to focus on a new switching
technology, called OBS, to handle bursty traffic applications that will provide
wavelength switching on sub-wavelength granularity without the need of optical
buffer, and to provide differentiated service. In OBS, a control packet is sent first then
data burst coming from different client aggregated at the edge of the network on a
separate wavelength [19]. Data traffic is aggregated at the edge of the network
according to common parameter. For example it can be the destination node or the
type of service.
In [19,20,21] studies have provided that traffic between local Ethernet and
WAN traffic generated by Web browsers, FTP, and TELENT, as well as VBR video
source are all bursty traffic. Also, studies in [22, 23] concluded that multiplexing a
large number of self-similar traffic results in bursty traffic.
Though all previous motivations make OBS an efficient solution to provide
switching in Optical Networks, the high deployment cost for OBS solution in a large
network [24], the guaranteed QoS, and the need to carry high aggregated long-lived
streams in core networks which can be achieved using OCS, make a hybrid approach
that combines OBS and OCS a valuable and an efficient solution in optical switching
technologies. Several studies in the area of Hybrid OBS/OCS have conducted. A
study in [24, 25] has classified Hybrid Optical Network architectures into three main
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categories: (1) Client-Server Hybrid Optical Networks (2) Parallel Hybrid Optical
Networks (3) Integrated Hybrid Optical Networks.
Client-Server Hybrid Optical Networks
In this architecture, OBS network is considered the client layer while OCS
network is the server-layer. Figure 6 illustrates the client-server architecture of Hybrid
OBS/OCS in which aggregated traffic by OBS nodes at the edge of the core network
is switched in the client-layer through virtual topology using lightpaths. This virtual
topology is provided by the server-layer and it is consisting of multiple physical
circuit-switched channels.

OBS/OPS client layer

wavelength-ewitched
server layer

Figure 2.5: A client- server hybrid optical architecture [25]

Parallel Hybrid Optical Networks
In this architecture, OBS and OCS run in two or more parallel optical layers in
the optical networks. Figure 2.6 illustrates the parallel architecture in Hybrid OBS and
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OCS. An intelligent node located at the edge of the network forwards traffic using
OBS, OCS, or both technologies to satisfy the QoS requirements for each request.
The intermediate nodes switch the traffic according to their technologies without
inspecting the packets
Integrated Hybrid Optical Networks
This type of architecture provides a hybrid solution that combines both
wavelength switching and burst switching in the same network simultaneously. In
such networks, each node in the network, which has the capability to provide
integrated hybrid OBS+OCS, can either transport in wavelength-swithced or in burst
switched as illustrated in Figure 2.7. This is in contrast to previous parallel
architecture where the switching decision is done at edge nodes only.

OBS/OPS cfient layer

�';l

DI.

n

wavelength-switched
server layer

Figure 2.6: Parallel hybrid optical architecture [25]
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Figure 2. 7: Integrated hybrid optical architecture [25]

From a theoretical standpoint, integrated hybrid optical switching is an
optimal solution from a resource perspective [25]. However, implementing such a
technology is very challenging. Few proposals have been introduced in this area. For
example OpMiGua (26] and Overspill Routing in Optical Networks (ORJON) [27] were
able to insert and remove packets without disturbing existing traffic in wavelengths.
However, collisions avoidance in both approaches was far from trivial since each node
sees the entire network in two ways, a full integration of the wavelength-switched and
the packet-switched data.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we provided an overview about the usage of hybrid
technologies in telecommunication fields. We focused on two important networks

which are ad hoc networks and optical networks. For instance, in hybrid ad hoc
networks, a sparse network of base stations is placed within an ad hoc network to
combine the advantages of wireless infrastructure networks and ad hoc wireless
networks. On the other hand, in optical networks a hybrid architecture that uses 0-00 and O-E-0 has been covered to overcome the limitations of each technology.
Moreover, a hybrid proposal that combines OBS and OCS has been discussed. In the
next chapter, we will cover Hybrid Radio Frequency and Free Space Optics (RF/FSO)
Networks in which how the two technologies can work together to provide a better
solution in wireless networks.
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CHAPTER3
CHALLENGES AND MOTIVIATIONS IN RF AND FSO TECHNOLOGIES

3.1 Introduction
Free Space Optics (FSO) and Radio Frequency (RF) are two different wireless
communication technologies. These two technologies differ from each other in their
networking characteristics in terms of throughput, frequency bands, security,
availability, reliability ... etc and both have a set of advantages and disadvantages over
each other.
Free Space Optics (FSO) is a line-of-sight technology that transmits high data
rate using light beams through the air in the infrared (IR) spectral range. The most
significant advantage of FSO is extremely throughput across long distances. However,
FSO system performance capacity and availability can be affected by atmospheric
conditions such as snow, fog, smoke, absorption, scattering, etc. On the other hand,
RF systems are not affected by atmospheric attenuation, well established, cheap and
robust but have lower data rates than the FSO. Furthermore, the RF signals are not
affected by walls and obstacles but they are disturbed by Electromagnetic (EM)
interferences [28, 29]. In this chapter we will cover both RF and FSO technologies
and the technical challenges that face the hybrid RF/FSO system.
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3.2 Free Space Optics (FSO) Technology
FSO communications is a line-of-sight technology that uses invisible beams of
light to transmit and receive voice, video and data information through air with a rate
up to 1.25 Gbps. It operates in the infrared (IR) spectral range and, similar to fiber
optics, uses wavelength close to the visible spectrum around 850 and 1550 nm which
correspond to 200 THz portion of the spectrum [29, 30]. FSO does not require
permits by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) because it operates in an
unregulated section of the spectrum. Also, unlike the fiber optics, FSO has a rapid
deployment time and significant cost savings. And this is because there is no need to
dig up streets to lay cables since FSO uses the air as transmission medium instead of
fiber optics. In fact, the FSO installation can be completed in few days. [31-33].
In FSO, the signals are transmitted by an infrared laser or LED and received
by high sensitivity receivers at the remote link side. Typically, FSO systems are based
on communications between wireless units where each unit is composed of an optical
transceiver (transmitter and receiver) that provides full duplex communication links.
The optical wireless units also use lenses or telescopes which are used to narrow the
light beam and project it toward the receivers. The transmitted light is picked up at the
receiver side by a lens which is connected to a sensitive receiver via optical fiber [1,
30, 34]. FSO Transceivers can be positioned on a rooftop, on a comer of a building or
indoors behind a building as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The transmission range can vary
from more than 700 feet up to about a mile in a clear, dry atmosphere. [32]
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Transceivers can be set up on rooftop, mounted on the side of a
building or located In a window

Transmitters are aligned so that light beams connect
with receivers

Light beams are transmitted at either 860 nm or 1,
nm laser wavelength

Office Building

I

fi
Office Building

Distance can be up to a little over mile depending on
weather condttions

Figure 3.1: Free Space Optics provide connections with line of sight access
FSO has a set of advantages over other wireless or wired technology systems.
It provides the capacity advantages of fiber which means that more data access is
provided. In addition to the high capacity, the installation of FSO systems is not only
cheaper than fiber optics, but also cheaper than DSL or cable modem services.
Moreover, FSO technology can bring new possible services that may not be able to be
fulfilled by another access technology such as its rapid deployment time. [33] Another
advantage of FSO is the tight spatial confinement of an FSO laser beam which allows
for beams to operate independently and provides unlimited degrees of frequency
reuse. Furthermore, FSO is extremely secure and it provides significant levels of
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covertness in a way that a detector cannot incept the FSO channel unless if it is
located in the direct path between two FSO points, which is difficult and unusual [5].
Nevertheless, the major limitations of FSO communications come from the
environment through which it propagates. And because of the fact that the
surrounding medium condition is unpredictable, it is difficult to control the
transmission of optics through free space. The unpredictability of the medium
condition can affect the system availability and capacity especially that FSO is a line
of sight technology. The main challenges in FSO are as follows:
•

Fog which is considered as the primary challenger to FSO communications. It
is composed of water droplets which can completely obstruct the passage of
light through a combination of absorption, scattering and reflection. This can
reduce the power density of the transmitted beam, and therefore decrease the
FSO link distance.

•

Absorption which can decrease the power density of the link and affect the
system availability. It occurs when water molecules in the atmosphere
extinguish photons.

•

Scattering which causes multipath effects. That is, there is no energy loss in
scattering. Instead, it results in directional redistribution of the beam energy.
Scattering occurs when the wavelength collides with the scattering objects.

•

Scintillation which results from temperature variations among different air
packets. It affects and fluctuates the signal amplitude which can lead to sharp
increase in the bit-error-rate of the FSO system.
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There are other issues that are also considered as challenges to FSO systems but cause
relatively less affects on the system performance than the previous ones such as:
physical obstructions, building sway, rain and snow, and eye safety [1, 5, 29, 30].
Although FSO technology has been used by the military and NASA for about
30 years, it is still relatively a new technology for the telecommunication industries
and the deployment of FSO networks has picked up recently. And perhaps it can be
considered as a replacement of fiber optics that might satisfy the desire to develop a
high-speed wireless network access [l , 33].

3.3 Radio Frequency (RF) Technology
RF refers to the portion of the frequency spectrum in which radio waves can
be generated by alternating current fed to an antenna. In RF systems, data are
transmitted through air by digital radio signals at a certain frequency which can be
between 3 kHz and 300 GHz. It maintains a bi-directional, online radio connection
between a mobile a mobile telephone and an antenna host for example.
Basically, RF systems consist of three components: a mobile RF terminal, a
base station and a network controller. The mobile terminal contains a radio
transceiver and antenna to establish the communication channel with the base station.
Also, the base station has a system antenna to send/receive data to/from the mobile
terminal and it acts as a bridge between the wireless and wired network parties. The
base station is connected to a controller which processes the data before it is
transmitted to the mobile terminal through the base station.

The RF technology has the advantage of being wireless, and therefore, it
requires no cable laying to provide communication access. Another advantage of RF
systems is their instant accessibility providing the benefit of time saving. Also, the
real-time accuracy can be considered as a general advantage of RF systems (>99%).
RF refers to a number of different technologies, products and industries. On the other
hand, one of the challenges in RF technologies that RF spectrum must be regulated
and assigned by the FCC and National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA). Nowadays, frequencies between 9 kHz and 275 GHz have
been allocated according to FCC, with the highest bands reserved for radio astronomy
and satellites [29].

3 .4 Hybrid RF/FSO
RF and FSO are two different wireless technologies and there is no real
competition between them. The following points describe the main comparisons
between them:

3.4.1

Throughput

The major advantage of FSO is its high throughout when compared to RF. As
mentioned before, FSO can provide throughput of 1.25 Gbps with long link distances
that might reach one kilometer or more. In contrast, wireless RF technologies such as
802.1 la are limited to link throughputs which are in most cases tens of Mbps with
distances of tens of meters. Although Ultra Wide Band (UWB) technology can
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provide a throughput of hundreds of Mbps, it usually drops to levels lower than the
802.1 la at high ranges [8, 34, 35].

3.4.2

Reliability

FSO systems can have high capacity. They are also easy and have low cost of
deployment when compared to fibers. This makes it suitable for backbones in military
applications and also for MANs. However, FSO links are affected by atmospheric
turbulence which disturbs the traffic flowing through the affected links. On the other
hand, RF links are more reliable than FSO channels and not affected by the
atmospheric conditions, but RF systems cannot be considered for backbone networks
because of their low capacity and low security [36].

3.4.3

Security

RF links can be intercepted or detected by other users and communications.
This makes it a non-secure wireless system unless if it uses extremely time
consuming algorithms. [37] Unlike RF systems, FSO technology requires no security
upgrades. It is extremely secure because it provides a directional transmission with an
extremely narrow transmit beam for point-to-point (line of sight) connectivity. In fact,
laser FSO transmission operating at 1550 nm offers an excellent wireless transmission
solution for the highest possible level of physical layer security. [38, 39]

3.4.4

Availability

Link availability above 99.999%, is a requirement for RF technology. But the
performance level in FSO may vary from one area to another depending on the

atmospheric conditions [31]. The FSO transmission range can vary from more than
700 feet up to about a mile in a clear, dry atmosphere [32]. However, to ensure
carrier-class availability, the link length should be limited to 200-500 meters [31].

3.4.5

Frequency Bands

The RF systems operate in frequency bands between 3 kHz and 300 GHz.
Some frequencies in this spectrum range must be regulated and assigned by the FCC
[3]. The FSO systems, however, operate in frequencies around 200 THz which
requires no RF spectrum licensing [40].

3.4.6

Eye Safety

RF signals are totally harmless to the human eyes. But FSO signals can affect
and damage the cornea and lens of the eye if there are transmitted in the visible and
near infrared portions of the spectrum (100-1,200 nm). This is one compelling reason
for selecting 1550 nm in FSO Systems.

3.4.7

System Requirements

It is true that FSO can be deployed very fast and the system installation can be
completed with in few days [41]. However, FSO systems require pointing, acquisition
and tracking where each optical transceiver must be simultaneously pointed at each
other for communication to take place. Usually, the degree of accuracy and precision
in pointing, acquisition and tracking depends on the link power budget and the design
of transmitters and receivers [5]. Alternatively, in RF system, there is no need to
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acquire a special alignment between transmitter and receiver since it can transmit
through walls and obstacles [37].
Compared to RF systems, the FSO technology also has some limitations as
described before which appears clearly is its requirement to maintain a light of sight
and the ability of its links attenuation according to· the atmospheric conditions.
Therefore, FSO cannot be considered as a replacement to RF technology. Instead, the
two technologies can provide better performance and better reliability in a hybrid
FSO/RF system [8].

3.5 Major Technical Challenges in Hybrid RF/FSO
Hybrid RF/FSO is a promising solution in wireless networks that can suit the
needs of current applications that require heterogeneous QoS requirements which
cannot be achieved using a single technology. However, some technical challenges
need to be addressed in the design of Hybrid RF/FSO to mitigate the weaknesses of
each individual channel. In this section we focus on three major technical challenges
and proposed solutions from the researchers in this area which include: (1) Pointing
Acquisition and Tracking, (2) Routing and Path Protection, and (3) Topology Control.

3.5.1

Pointing Acquisition and Tracking

A big challenge, which we do not consider it as a limitation or disadvantage, is
the necessity to maintain Line Of Sight (LOS) between sender and receiver during
transmission using the FSO channel. This problem is called the "Pointing-Acquisition
-Tracking" (PAT) process. Several researchers have addressed this problem and
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proposed solutions using different techniques. Nevertheless, this area is still a hot
research area in hybrid RF/FSO as the PAT process gets complicated in mobile
environment.
In [8], the authors proposed a hierarchical PAT system in which they used a
vision based system to maintain the LOS. An assumption of prior knowledge of the
node position and its partner receiver position is required. In addition, both sender and
receiver need to refer to a relative position point to identify their updated position and
orientation which was accomplished in this work using a GPS system and
inclinometer sensors. Finally, the alignment process is completed using a high zoom
camera system. Notice that the dependency on a GPS system makes this approach
restricted for outdoor applications.
In [7], the authors proposed an omnidirectional spherical FSO transceiver to
maintain LOS in hybrid RF/FSO MANETs as illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this
spherical structure, the surface of the sphere is equipped of several FSO transceivers
which contain LEDs and photodetectors to cover the entire 360 degree space. When
two mobile nodes in this design move away from each other the existing LOS link
will be lost and a new one will be established. The omnidirectional FSO transceiver is
a good initiative to achieve the alignment process in mobile environment. However,
its current hardware implementation is not quick enough to switch the beam to
another FSO channel mainly when the environment is dynamic like tactical
environment.
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In [3], the authors proposed a framework, with no hardware implementation,
by using a dynamic RF/FSO staged acquisition technique. This framework can be
summarized in three major steps as illustrated in Figure 3.3: A very wide RF signal is
sent be sender in order to identify the location of the FSO receiver. After locating the
FSO receiver object, a wide FSO beam will be sent by the sender to establish the FSO
link. Finally, the sender and receiver will narrow down the FSO beam to meet the
QoS requirement. This approach seems a promising solution to solve PAT problem in
dynamic environment. However, so far there is no such implementation for this
proposed solution.

Figure 3.2: 3D omnidirectional spherical FSO transceiver [7]
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Figure 3.3: Dynamic RF/FSO staged acquisition technique

3.5.2

Routing and Path Protection in Hybrid RF/FSO

Routing in hybrid RF/FSO networks is considered an attractive problem by
researchers in this field because of the varying nature of the RF and FSO channels.
The work in [36] has introduced a routing framework in hybrid RF/FSO networks
relying on the fact that RF links has less backbone traffic demand compared with FSO
links. Based on that, they introduced a concept called "critically index" which
determines the fraction of each traffic profile entry. The path is computed for each
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traffic profile entry using the shortest widest path (SWP) algorithm which is based on
an extension of the OSPF routing protocol [74].
The fact that RF links are more reliable than FSO channels as we discussed in
the previous section made several researchers to start proposing the usage of the RF
channel to provide path protection for hybrid RF/FSO networks. For instance, the
authors in [11] proposed a framework to provide instantaneous backup to traffic in
hybrid RF/FSO wireless mesh networks. The authors do not assume that RF channel
is just an additional wavelength. Therefore the problem cannot be solved using the
same approach of path protections in optical networks like the one proposed in [73].
Their argument is a valid argument since the failure of the RF channel is not a single
point failure as the case in the wired optical links. Take for example, the interference
in RF area which can hit all RF channels in that interference range and not only a
single RF channel.

3.5.3

Topology Control

The varying nature of RF and FSO channels makes the topology control in
hybrid RF/FSO networks a major issue that needs to be addressed. Topology control
in traditional networks has been extensively studied where the objective is to adjust
the power level either to have connected network using the minimum possible power
or to reduce interference to meet some specific QoS requirements [9, I 0, 17].
Limited research in the area of topology control in hybrid RF/FSO has been done. In
[11], the authors proposed a joint topology control and routing framework where the
RF links serve to provide instantaneous backup to traffic in hybrid RF/FSO networks
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when FSO links are degraded. Algorithms have been proposed in [11] to maximize
path protection using RF links. In [12], the authors studied the ability to provide
topology reconfiguration according to changes in links capacities and traffic demands
in RF/FSO networks. A heuristic was proposed to find a topology configuration with
the minimum packet dropping rate. The cost of the packet dropping rate includes both
link congestion cost and the packet drops that occur during topology reconfiguration
in the transient state.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter we addressed the challenges and weaknesses in each individual
RF and FSO channels and how the hybrid RF and FSO approach can serve as a
complementary role to both technologies. Also, we discussed the current technical
challenges that need to be tackled by researchers to make the hybrid RF/FSO a
practical solution that is needed badly in several applications. In this next chapter, we
will propose a hardware prototype that was implemented as a proof of concept for the
hybrid RF/FSO system.
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CHAPTER4
HYBRID RF/FSO HARDWARE PROTOTYPE

4.1 Introduction
In our research Jab, we were able to implement a hybrid RF/FSO prototype
that overcomes the cha11enges and limitations both systems technology have. To
accomplish this objective, this work is divided into the fo11owing steps:
1) Implementing a real system to transmit and receive data over one FSO
channel.
2) Enhancing the previous system to transceiver data over three channels.
3) Implementing an RF system to send and receive data.
4) Extending the system in step (3) to transmit and receive data over three RF
channels.
5) Developing and proposing a hybrid system that combines systems in step (2)
and step (4) to provide RF and FSO data access.

4.2 Single-channel FSO System Design
The key point in the FSO design is to have a line of sight data transmission.
FSO Pioneers such as LightPointe or fSONA are offering a wide variety of FSO
transceivers. In this section we design and implement a simple FSO system that
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should have the capability to send and receive data over a single FSO channel. We
found that a simple Infrared circuit can do the job especially that FSO technology
operates in the IR spectrum. The main difference between the industrial FSO
transceivers and our Infrared circuit is the transmission range. In industrial FSO
transceivers, the transmission range can reach up to· 1 mile in clear atmospheric
conditions while it is limited by few meters in the Infrared. However, the coverage
distance is not a critical issue at this point since our goal is to test the signals
transmitted and received.
The requirements and the IC components involved in our implementation of this
system are as follows:
•

A PC workstation

•

Serial port interfacing Cable

•

A software or a program that can transmit and receive data at the same time
over the serial cable

•

UART MAX 232 Dallas

•

MCP 2120

•

A Timer or a crystal oscillator TLC555

•

MAX 3120

•

Infrared LED and photodiode
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Serial Port Interfacing
The system was designed to read and write data from and to a PC workstation.
One of the most common ways to interface circuits with PCs is through serial port
communication. In this work, a simple JAVA application has been developed to send
and receive data over serial ports using the RS-232 cable.
UART MAX232 Dallas
The MAX232 chip is simple a driver/receiver that converts TTL/CMOS input
levels into TIAIEIA-232-F levels and vice versa. In our design, it acts as a bridge to
carry data to or from the RS232 cable to or from the IR transceivers [42].
MCP2120
This device is basically an infrared encoder/decoder. This device sits between
a UART and an infrared (IR) optical transceiver where the data received from a
standard UART is encoded (modulated) and then sent as electrical pulses to the IR
Transceiver. When the IR Transceiver also receives data, it sends it as electrical
pulses that are decoded (demodulated) by the MCP2120. This modulation and
demodulation method is performed in accordance with the IrDA standard. MCP has a
feature of hardware or software baud rate selection. In this design, we selected
hardware baud rate by allocating the pins BAUD2, BAUD I and BAUD0 to the values
'100'. By doing so, the provided baud rate by the MCP 2120 was Fosc/64 where Fosc
is the frequency generated by an external timer or a crystal oscillator. It is necessary to
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match the baud rate at the MCP2120 and at the RS 232 serial cable so that the system
works properly [43].
A TLCSSS timer or a crystal oscillator
Since the MCP 2120 encoder requires an external timer or oscillator to
generate the required baud rate, a TLC555 timer was used to supply the MCP2120
with the appropriate frequency [45]. The TLC555 timer was sat up to generate a
frequency of 6037.66 KHz which made the MCP 2120 to provide a baud rate of
(Fosc/64) = (6037.66 KHz/64) = 9433 bps. Also, a 1.84 MHz crystal oscillator was
used instead of the TLC555 timer to supply the MCP2120. The generated baud rate
was 1.84 MHz/64 = 28.8 Kbps.
MAX3120
It is an 8 pin chip that works as an Infrared transceiver. With this chip and few
more discrete components like LED, photodiode, capacitor and current-setting
resistors, the Infrared application design is complete to send and receive data over one
channel [44].
Infrared LED and Photodiode
We used one IR LED transmitter and one detector (photo transistor) to
transmit and receive infrared data over one channel. The chosen LED has a
wavelength peak emission of 950nm and the photodiode has a spectral bandwidth
range of 620nm to 980nm.
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Figure 4.1: Infrared transceiver circuit to transmit data over one channel

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the system was built so that it can transmit and
receive data at the same time. The transmitted signals from the PC workstation should
also be received at the same workstation. To do so, we developed a simple JAVA
program that uses threads to continue listening for the user commands while it keeps
listening if data has been received through the serial port.
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MAX232
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/ IRLED

I

TX
RX

MCP
2120
PHOTODIODE

Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the infrared transceiver over one channel

The system was tested to send and receive English characters where each
character holds eight bits of data. The transmission was not I 00% accurate and
correct especially if the transmission line between the LED and the photodiode was
blocked by any object. In fact, this was expected because FSO or infrared is line of
sight technology and, therefore, data cannot be transmitted if there was no alignment
between the transmitter and receiver. Other reasons for the data loss might come from
the small difference in the baud rate. The serial cable has a set of predefined baud
rates at which it transmits the signals. These rates were not exactly matching the baud
rates at the MCP2120 encoder/decoder.
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4.3 Multi-channel FSO System Design
The idea of transmitting infrared data over three channels improves the
performance of the system by providing more redundant channels for transmission.
This means more reliability and availability of the system.
In this design we added a PIC microcontroller to do FSO channel duplication
in which the PIC takes an input in one pin and duplicates it into three outputs. The
three channels of this system must have different wavelengths to ensure the multi
channel transmission and, therefore, to provide more reliability. Also, the
microcontroller should select the channel based on the QoS requirements.

""'
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MAX 232
Dallas

TX

' ,,

RX

,,

PIC

Micro.

"

MCP

2120

MCP

-c-��

2120

MCP

.

2120

3:::

-"b--

.. ,o

"

3120

�

Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the infrared transceivers over three channels
This system as illustrated in Figure 4.3 is an FSO system that provides three
FSO available channels of different wavelengths. This system is composed of one
UART, three infrared encoders/decoders and three transceivers. Also, there are three
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LEDs and three photodiodes which operate in different wavelengths. Notice that, it is
important to isolate each pair of LED and detector from each other so that the
transmitted signals from one PC station would not be received by its own detector.

4.4 Single-channel RF System Design
RF system can have different architectures and implementations depending on
its technology. The RF implementation can be in Bluetooth, ZigBee, OFDM or any
other circuit that works on the RF frequency band. The one-channel RF transceiver
we implemented works on the 434 MHz frequency band and it has been tested to send
and receive English characters as in the FSO circuit. In general, the requirements and
components needed to build this transceiver are as follows:
•

A PC workstation

•

Serial port interfacing Cable

• . A software or a program that can transmit and receive data at the same time
over the serial cable
•

UART MAX 232 Dallas

•

MCP 2120

•

TLP434A Transmitter

•

RLP434A Receiver

•

Two 400 MHz RF antennas
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The first four components were used exactly as in the FSO transceiver to send
and receive data signals on the same workstation. The RF modules used to send and
receive the RF signals are the TLP434A and RLP434A. These two modules are
provided from LAIPAC [46] where the TLP434A module is an Ultra Small Wireless
Transmitter which is ideal for remote control projects· or data transfers to a remote
object on the 434MHz frequency band. The RLP434A module Compact Radio
Receiver (RF) and works directly with the TLP434A transmitter on an operating
frequency of 433.92MHz. Each module requires a 400 MHz antenna for transmitting
and receiving the signals [47]. The implementation illustrated in Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.5 was tested successfully to send and receive characters.

TX

MAX 232 Dallas

TLP434A------1

RLD434A

RX
►

TX

RX

Figure 4.4: One channel RF transceiver block diagram
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Figure 4.5: Single RF transceiver system

4.5 Multi-channel RF System Design
The single RF channel system was extended to provide transmission over
three different RF channels each of different frequency band to improve the reliability
and availability for the data transmitted. This transceiver uses the three LAIPAC RF
modules: TLP434A and RLP434A, RF900DV and RF2400DV to provide frequency
bands of 434 MHz, 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz successively [24, 25]. A PIC
microcontroller was also used in this design to distribute the one data channel into
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three and to offer a smart multiplexing/de-multiplexing technique to select the best
quality of service signal.

TLP434 ~

MAX 232 Dallas

TX

RX

TX

,

RLP. J

1-1

.,

PIC
Micro.
R
GN)

~-..,--

RF2400DV

Figure 4.6: Three RF transceivers system block diagram

4.6 Hybrid Multi-channel RF/FSO System Design
The proposed hybrid FSO/RF system illustrated in Figure 4.7 combines both
RF multi-channel and FSP multi-channel architectures provided in previous sections
Such system offers FSO connectivity over three different wavelengths and it also
provides a reliable RF wireless communication over three different frequency bands.
This system increases the overall availability in dense fog or in bad weather
conditions where the RF transceiver can be used as a backup system in such
conditions. Also, this architecture can give highly reliable connections especially it
offers multi-channel communication links of FSO and RF over different wavelengths
and frequency bands.
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Figure 4.7: A hybrid FSO/RF system architecture

4.7 Summary
The Free Space Optics (FSO) and Radio Frequency (RF) wireless
communications are two different technologies and each has a set advantages and
disadvantages over the other. FSO communication links are highly secured and can
provide high throughputs. However, the transmission distances can be sharply
decreased in dense fog or in bad weather conditions. On the other hand, RF channels
are not affected by atmospheric conditions but they are not secured enough and have
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lower capacities than the FSO links have. In this chapter we provided a prototype for
such a hybrid system that can be extended to combine both technologies in order to
provide high levels reliability, availability, capacitance and distance compared to the
individual FSO and RF systems.
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CHAPTERS
ILP FORMULATION OF THE TOPOLOGY CONTROL PROBLEM
IN HYBRID RF/FSO NETWORKS

5 .1 Introduction
In this chapter, we formulate the topology control problem in hybrid RF/FSO
wireless mesh networks as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem. Our formal
description of this model is to construct a robust topology by minimizing the
transmission power, adapting the beam-width, and selecting different channels such
that we meet joint throughput and end-to-end delay requirements. The chapter also
presents numerical results obtained from a program that we implemented using
ILPSolve (an implementation of the SIMPLEX algorithm in JAVA) to verify the
correctness of our mathematical formulations under various traffic scenarios.

5 .2 Integer Linear Programming (ILP) Overview
Linear programming (LP) is a specialized field in operations research that
deals with solving optimization problems of a particular form. Linear programming
problems consist of a linear cost function (consisting of a certain number of variables)
which is to be minimized or maximized subject to a certain number of constraints.
The constraints are linear inequalities of the variables used in the cost function (also
called the objective function). If the unknown variables in the linear programming

problem are all integers, the problem is called an integer linear programming (ILP)
problem. If only a subset of the variables is integers, the problem is called a mixed
integer programming problem. If all the variables are restricted to O or 1, the problem
is called binary integer programming problem [50]. In contrast to linear programming,
which can be solved efficiently in the worst case, ILP problems are in the worst case
undecidable, and in many practical situations NP-hard.
Every ILP problem falls into one of three categories:
1. Infeasible: The problem is infeasible if a feasible solution to the problem does
not exist.
2. Unbounded: The problem is unbounded if the constraints do not sufficiently
restrain the cost function so that for any given feasible solution, another
feasible solution can be found that makes a further improvement to the cost
function.
3. Optimal solution: The problem has an optimal solution when the cost function
has a unique minimum (or maximum) cost function value. This does not mean
that the values of the variables that yield that optimal solution are unique. A
problem that has an optimal solution is a problem that is not infeasible and not
unbounded.
The simplex method is usually used to solve LP problems. It is composed of two
basic steps. The first step is to find a feasible solution to the problem. The second
step is to iteratively improve the value of the cost function. This is accomplished
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by finding a variable in the problem that can be increased, at the expense of
decreasing another variable, such that the cost function is improved.

5 .3 System Model
We consider a hybrid RF/FSO wireless ad-hoc network consisting of N nodes
equipped with directional FSO transceivers and omnidirectional RF transceivers with
limited transmission range. We assume the light source for FSO channels is non
coherent light LEDs. Also, every FSO transceiver at each node is carrying data on its
own unique wavelength as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Hence, multiple FSO transceivers
can send and receive data at the same time without interfering with each other.
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Figure 5.1: Wireless node with hybrid RF/FSO transceivers

RF and FSO propagations suffer from different losses and attenuations [l, 13]. In our
study, we focus on the attenuations that occur due to geometrical loss. If node i
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transmits with power P, the power of the signal received by nodej P, is given by [1]:

pr -P

I

(

DI
D +lOOd0
1

J

2

where D, is the transceiver diameter, dis the distance between node i and nodej, and
0 is the beam divergence angle. Each wireless channel has a computable Bit Error
Rate (BER) that quantifies the probability of occurrence of an error during data
transfer over that link. The relationship between the BER of a wireless channel and
the received power level P, is a function of the modulation scheme. In RF channel,
we will consider the instantaneous channel BER that is given in [14, 15] based on
non-coherent binary orthogonal Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) modulation scheme.

I

BER= -erfc
2

where

Pnoise

(-P

r

2Pnoise

J

is the RF noise power

In the FSO channel, we will consider BER that is given in [16] based On-Off Keying
(OOK) modulation scheme.

BER= _!_erfc(
2

R.Pr

✓

2 2Pnoise

)
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where R is the photo-detector responsivity, and P.

0

;,.

is the FSO noise power.

RF channel in wireless communications experiences fading in which the
signal magnitude and phase varies at the receiver over time. RF channel fading is
classified into "slow fading" and "fast fading" [84, 85]. In slow fading, channel
impulse responses at a slower rate than the transmitted baseband signal. Slow fading
occurs because of large obstacles that cause reflection or scattering. On the other
hand, in fast fading, channel impulse response changes rapidly within the symbol
duration. Fast fading can happen because of the multipath signal at the received
antenna. In our model, Fading can be statistically estimated and factored in the BER
lookup table based on the environment conditions. Rayleigh and log-normal are well
known distribution that can be used to characterize the RF channel fading.

5.4 ILP Formulation
We have been able to model our optimization problem as Integer linear
programming (ILP) problem.

5.4.l

Assumptions

• The network topology is a mesh with directed links.
• At any given node, we have RF and FSO transceivers.
• RF transceivers are omnidirectional, while FSO transceivers are directional.

5.4.2

Input

• V: Set of mobile nodes. For each nodei EV , we have:
oLocation
oNumber of RF and FSO transceivers
• r;: Set of transceivers. For each transceiver tat node i, we have:
a. C_MAX: Maximum capacity
b. S: Sensitivity
c. D: Diameter
d. Max Beam-Width
e. Max Power level
• SD: Set of requested source-destination connections.
For each(s,d) E SD, we have:
a. Hrs,d): Maximum delay
b. Th rs,d/ Minimum Throughput
• P:Transmission power set
• <P: Beam opening set
5.4.3

Preprocessing

In the preprocessing step, we construct a possible network topology G = (V, E),
where our objective is to select an optimal construction based on our ILP formulation.
The links in a given graph can be enumerated as:
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•

/ p , B , , Br
; ,J .,
:

For a given transmission power p, transmitter beam-width 0,, and

receiyer beam-width 0,, 1:j;.a- = I if there is a link(i,j, t) from node i to node j
ausing transceiver t; otherwise /P:°;·
,,,,. = O •

link (i,J, t) is available if the following two conditions are met:
1) If node j is inside the coverage area of node i using transceiver t. This
can be verified easily by calculating the transmitter's maximum range.
After that, we can determine the coverage area based on the sector shape
area for FSO channels or the circle shape area for RF channels.
2) If there is a line of sight between the transmitter and the receiver. This
condition applies on FSO channels only, because RF channels have
omnidirectional antennas based on our assumptions stated before.
• BER

t;j·o,- : For a given transmission power p, transmitter beam- opening 0,,

and receiver beam-opening 0,, BER:j°; a- represents the bit error rate on link
(i,j, t).
•

p, ,,
B i,J,1
0

Br

:

For a given transmission power p, transmitter beam- opening 0,,

and receiver beam-opening 0,, B,"j°; a- represents the bandwidth of link(i,j,t):
aa:; . Where Bm x ,is the bandwidth of transceiver tat node i.
W°;
,.,. = ImIp...
a ,.
l,jJ

5.4.4
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Variables

• l /. /, : Boolean variable, ///, = I if the path of (s,d) connection pair uses
link(i,j, t); otherwise ///, = O.
p,0,,&-

• g;J;

:

Boolean variable selector, g;j;·i; = I if l,pj;·i; is selected to construct the

topology; otherwise g;j°; (.; = O.
• x /, : Boolean power indicator variable. x:., = I if transceiver t at node i is
transmitting using power p); otherwise x:.,

5.4.5

= O.

Objective

Min
5.4.6

(

I

t, I, p

P. x

t, J

(1)

Constraints

• Routing Constraints:
1) To ensure that the (s,d) connection pair is routed correctly.

1 ifs=i
L..J L..J

s d)

""z<1,J,: I

1

'

L..J L..J

<s d)

_""zJ, 1:,1

=

1

'

{-lifd=i }ViEV and(s,d)ESD
0 otherwis

(2)

2) To ensure that only a single route can be assigned for a given (s,d) pair.

I(_ s_,d ) <
l,j,l

�f _P,_0,,

�

1,j,1

( p ,0, ,f.r,)

- .gP_ •_0, ,f.r

0

l,j,I

\....I·
V l, J•

E V' f E Ti' (s, d) E SD

(3)
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• Delay Constraint: To ensure that the number of hops in the selected route
doesn't violate the delay requirement.

< H
s,

/_(s_, d )
1,J,t
-

�

L...,i

d

V ( S'
\-I

d)

E

SV

(4)

i,j ,I

• Throughput Constraints: To ensure that the throughput requirements are met.

B p,_01>0, • (1
(s, d )
�
�
L._i 1i,j,t ·1'T'h
L._i l,j,I
' (s,d ) �
(s ,d)
(p, 01 ,0 r)

- BER p,_01>0,)
1,j,I

p,_0, ,0,

.g 1,j,I

(5)

V i' j E V ' t E Ti

• Power Constraint: To ensure that power indicator xf, = 1 when transceiver tat
node i is transmitting using power p.
� g P· 0·· 0,

L..J

'°' g

�

1,), 1

Vp

N.x 1,p

1

E P,

Vt

ET,, Vi EV

(j,0, ,0,)

�

p, B ,, B ,

�

1,J,1,p

.X

p

Vp E P, Vt ET,, Vi E V

1,1

(j,0, ,0,)

(6)
(7)

Where N is the number of nodes.
• Selector Constraint:
�

p,0 ,,0 ,
L..i g i,j,t

�

1

(8)

(j,p,0 ,,0 ,)
�

�

P ,0 , ,0 r

g J,i,t

( j, p , 0 / , 0 r )

�

}

VzE V ,VtE T;

(9)
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�
L..J

g

(p,0,,0,)

P
i,j,t

�

Vi,}E V ,VtE Ti

l

(10)

• Beam opening Constraints: To ensure that transceiver t at node i is using the
same beam opening during transmission and re·ception.

'"'
L..J g

P, , 0 ,, 0 ,

l,j,1

+

, ,0.

( P, ,0, ,0,)

When

'"'

L..J ,
(p

0 n t= 0, Vi, j

g

p,, 0 ., 0 .

j,1,I

0

�

1

. )

E

V ,t

E

Ti ,V 0,

E

<l>

(11)

• Alignment Constraints

'°'L..J g

(p,0,)

Vt

E

JJ:0"0•

1,J,I

'°'L..J g

+

7;,V0,

p,o••0 �
•

l,k,I

1 When 0n t= 0,,

(p, 0.,0.,/)

E

<l>, Vi, j, k = i or k in line of sight of i and j.

(12)

The complexity of any ILP problem depends on the number of variables and
constraints in that problem. In the proposed formulation, the factors that determine the
number of variables and constraints are the number of nodes (N), the number of
transceivers (1), the number of source destination pairs (SD), the transmission power
granularity (P), and the beam width granularity (0).
The following two equations provide the number of variables (w) and number of
constraints (z) involved in the ILP problem.

W = N[(N-I)(SDT + P(I + T0 2 ))+ TP]

(13)
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Z =N(N-I)[TSDt2T +(T-I)B]+N[SD+2PT+2(T-I)]+SD

(14)

5.5 ILP Results
In this section we provide some initial results for the topology control problem
in hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks based on the proposed ILP formulation. For our
experiment, we assume that the capacity of FSO channel is 500 Mbps, the capacity of
RF channel is 50 Mbps, the FSO receiver sensitivity is -43dBm, the RF receiver
sensitivity is -84dBm, and the maximum beam opening is 240 mrad.
Table 5.1 presents the matrix of source-destination connection pairs that need to be
established on the underlying hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks.

s

Throughput
(Mbps)

D

Delay

1

J

2

5

J

2

J

5

5

J

3

2

4

JOO

2

4

2

5

JOO

J

5

3

J

250

J

6

4

3

5

J

7

4

2

5

2

8

5

4

JOO

J

Table 5.1: Traffic used to design the topology
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In this experiment Table 5.2, Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2 provide the optimal topology
solution we found by the ILP solver. The optimal solution is using the minimum
possible power, tuning the precise beam opening, and selecting the accurate channels
to meet the joint throughput and end-to-end delay requirements. Beside, you can
notice from Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 that optimal solution where obtained when the
total consumed power was 35mW

�

...:I

(Link, Transceiver)

Transmitted
Power
(mW)

Beam Opening
(mrad)

(1➔2,0)

5

-

(1➔5,0)

5

-

(2➔5,2)

5

80,80

(3➔1,1)

10

80,240

(3➔2,3)

5

80,80

(4➔3,0)

5

-

(5➔4,1)

5

80,160

Total Consumed
Power

35

Table 5.2: Transmitted power and beam opening optimal solution using the proposed
ILP formulation
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Q.,

...:i

Source

Destination

Route

Selected channels

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5

2
5
4
5
1
3
2
4

1-+2
1-+s
2-+S-+4
2-+S
3-+1
4-+3
4-+3-+2
5-+4

0
0
2-+1
2
1
0
0-+3
1

Table 5.3: Routing and channel selection for each requested connection using the
proposed ILP
►
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Figure 5.2: Topology generated by ILP solution

5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we provided a mathematical model (ILP) for the adaptive
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topology control by adjusting transmitted power and beam opening in hybrid RF/FSO
networks. This model is very powerful and is very flexible. However, because the
topology control problem is known to be NP-Complete, we will relax the problem
using Lagrange Relaxation in Chapter 6 and will provide a large-scale solution based
Particle Swarm Optimization in Chapter 7 networks in terms of the number of nodes,
number of transceivers, and number of connections.
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CHAPTER6
ITERATIVE REPAIR HEURISTIC USING LAGRANGIAN
RELAXATION

6.1 Introduction
As we provided in chapter 5, the ILP formulation was able to find an optimal
solution for the topology control problem using joint power and beam-width control
in hybrid RF/FSO wireless mesh networks. However, we found out that ILP problems
having more than 3000 variables or 5000 constraints were essentially intractable with
commodity hardware. Therefore, the initial formulation in previous chapter would be
helpful only as long as the number of variables and the number of constraints are
below these figures. In order to address larger network sizes, we propose in this
chapter a Lagrange Relaxation to provide a suboptimal solution. In the relaxation
process, our problem is transformed into a dual problem by introducing the power
constraints and the beam opening constraints which are the complicating constraints
to the objective function of the original primal ILP problem.

6.2 Lagrange Relaxation (LR) Overview
Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) is a widely used technique for solving
optimization problems that permits us to decompose problems to exploit their special
structure. The Lagrangian solution strategy has a number of significant advantages:
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(1) It is a very flexible solution approach that makes a general problem solving
framework than any solution technique, (2) It can find bounds on the value of the
optimal objective function which specifies how far the solution could possibly be
from optimality to quickly generate good, though not necessarily optimal solutions
with associated performance guarantees that is, a bound on, and (3) In many
instances, Lagrangian relaxation methods can be used to devise effective heuristic
solution methods for solving complex combinatorial optimization problems and
integer programs.
In general, solving optimization problems usmg LR can be achieved by
relaxing the explicit linear constraints by bringing them into the objective function
with associated Lagrange multipliersµ to replace the original primal with a dual
Lagrangian problem. To illustrate that, consider the following optimization model

z*

= Min(cx)

subject to

Ax= b, x EX
By eliminating constraint Ax = b using LR the resulting problem of the original
problem will be a dual problem:

Min (ex+ µ(Ax-b))
subject to
XEX,

and the function L(µ) = min { ex + µ(Ax - b) : x E X} is called the Lagrangian
function.
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Note that, for any vector

µ

of the Lagrangian multipliers, the value L(µ) of the

Lagrangian function is a lower bound on the optimal objective function value Z

*

of

the original optimization problem [51] and that is known as.
In the converted dual problem, the multipliers play as a controller rule in each
iteration step, so when a solution to the problem violates the complicating constraint
the multipliers are used to penalize the objective function. LR finds the solution of
any optimization problem using an iterative approach such that the Lagrange
multipliers are updated in each iteration step. Different algorithms have been
introduced in the literature to update the Lagrangian Multipliers such as sub-gradient,
surrogate gradient, simplex [52, 53].

6.3 Lagrangian Relaxation Model
As the degree of difficulty of our ILP problem presented in chapter 5 depends
on the number of variables and constraints. For example, a scenario with N= lO,
SD= l 0, T=4, P= 4, and 0=4 has 25740 variables and 5890 constraints. Finding an
optimal solution for such a large size problem is computationally inhibited. Thus, we
propose a Lagrangian relaxation (LR) approach that performs constraint relaxations
by using Lagrangian multipliers.
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6.3 .1

Dual Problem

In the relaxation process, our problem is transformed into a dual problem as
given below by adding the power constraints (6, 7) and the beam opening constraints
(11) in the ILP model provided in chapter 5 which are the complicating constraints in
the original primal problem.
Dual Problem

L...i p.xp, I
I

i, t, p

Min

+ /4 ( � p,,
I
L...i g
(p., 0,. 0,)
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0,. 0,
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p, 0,. 0,

0

0

(j, 0,. 0,)

P
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� g1,J,l,p )
L..,,i

(j, 0,. 0,)

subject to the remaining constraint equations.

6.3.2

Updating Lagrangian Multipliers

In our model, the Lagrangian multipliers are updated based on the CMU
algorithm presented in [86]:
For a binary linear minimization problem, with all constraints in canonical
form
1. Begin with each "A. at 0, with step size k (problem dependent value)
2. Solve the Lagrangian dual to get current solution x.
3. For every constraint violated by x, increase corresponding "A. by k.
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4. For every constraint with positive slack relative to x, decrease the
corresponding 'A, by k.
5. If m iterations have passed since the best relaxation value has increased, cut
kin half.
6. Go to 2

6.3.3

Iterative Repair Heuristic

Lagrangian Relaxation usually generates infeasible solutions. However, these
solutions can be used as a starting point for a repair strategy to generate feasible ones.
We propose a Lagrangian Relaxation solution with iterative repair heuristic to modify
infeasible solutions into feasible solutions. The strength of the proposed heuristic
stems from its simplicity and its ability to achieve a solution that is close to optimal
based on our simulation study. In our proposed heuristic, we minimize the complexity
of duality problem by deleting unnecessary constraints that don't contain violated
variables in their equations. We define violated variable as any variable that exists in
any unsatisfied constraint equation. Also, we fix non-violated variables by setting
them into constant values based on the feasible solution we achieved in the previous
Lagrangian Relaxation stage. A high level description of the proposed heuristic is
provided in Figure 6.1.
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Definitions:
allConstraintsMet: Boolean variable which is true if
there is a feasible solution, otherwise it's false.
violatedVar[]: Array holds violated variables.
STOP: maximum iterations to stop looking for a feasible
solution
solveLR(): Function that solves the dual problem using
Lagrangian relaxation. It returns true if all constraints
are met, otherwise it returns false.
getViolatedvariables(): Function returns violated
variables.
updateDualProblem(violatedVar): Function updates dual
problem based on the provided violated variable from
previous Lagrangeian solution.
allConstraintsMet=solveLR()
while(allConstraintsMet==false OR i== STOP)
{
violatedVar= getViolatedvariables()
updateDualProblem(violatedVar)
allConstraintsMet =solveLR()
i=i+l
if(allConstraintsMet)
Print Solution
else
No Feasible Solution

Figure 6.1 : Lagrangian Relaxation with iterative repair heuristic

6.4 LR Results
We provide some experimental results based on the proposed Lagrangian
Relaxation with iterative repair heuristic. In these experiments, we are following the
same assumptions for the ILP experiments conducted in Chapter 5.
The first experiment compares the results obtained by ILP versus LR with iterative
repair heuristic for the requested connections given in Table5.1. You can notice from
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the second part of Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 that Lagrangian Relaxation heuristic
provides a sub optimal solution that is close to optimal where the total consumed
power was 40mW in the suboptimal solution while it was 35mW in the optimal
solution.

Scenario

-"""
Q.,

a:

"""

(1➔2,0)

Transmitted
Power
(mW)
5

(1 ➔5,0)

5

-

(2➔5,2)
(3➔1,1)
(3➔2,3)

5
10
5

80,80

(4➔3,0)
(5➔4,1)

5
5

-

80,160

(1➔2,0)

5

-

(1➔5,3)

5

80,80

(1➔5,0)

5

-

(2➔5,2)

5

80,80

(3➔1,1)

10

80,80

(3➔2,3)

5

80,160

[4➔3,0)
[5➔4,1)

5
5

-

(Link, Transceiver)

Beam Opening
(mrad)

Total Consumed
Power

-

80,240
80,80

35

40

80,160

Table 6.1: Transmitted power and beam opening solution in·ILP versus LR.

Also, you can observe that the constructed topology solution in Figure 6.2 was nearly
equivalent compared with the optimal solution in Figure 6.1.
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Scenario

s

D

Route

Selected channels

-

2
5
4
5
1
3
2
4

1-+2
1-+5
2-+5-+4
2-+5
3-+1
4-+3
4-+3-+2
5-+4

0

Q.,
.I

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5

0
2-+1
2
1
0
0-+3
1

ex:
.I

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5

2
5
4
5
1
3
2
4

1-+2
1➔5
2-+5-+4
2-+5
3-+1
4-+3
4-+3-+2
5-+4

0
3
2-+1
2
1
0
0-+3
1

Table 6.2: Routing and channel selection for each requested connection.
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Figure 6.2: Topology generated by LR solution

The second experiment investigates the impact of changing the source-destination
pairs on the generated topology using the LR heuristic. We conducted an experiment
similar to the one used for omnidirectional wireless networks in [17] and we reached
the same conclusion where the network topology in Hybrid RF/FSO is determined
mainly by traffic demand when node locations are given. Figures 6.3a, Figure 6.3b,
and Figure 6.3c demonstrate how the number of links in the topology increases when
the traffic demand is increased.
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Figure 6.3a: The network topology for 3 source-destination pairs
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Figure 6.3b: The network topology for 5 source-destination pairs
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Figure 6.3c: The network topology for 10 source-destination pairs
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Figure 6.4 investigates how LR reduces the complexity of our problem in terms of the
number of constraints compared to the original ILP formulation. In this experiment
we computed the improvement in five scenarios where N=JO, SD=5, P=4, 0=4. To
have a fair comparison, we conducted our experiment by varying the number of
transceivers (I') because T is a common variable between relaxed constraints and
other constraints.

Constraint improvement percentage
38%
Improvement Percentag

Ill

37%
36%
35%
34%
33%

-+-Constreint improvement
percentage

32¾
31%

30%
3

4
6
5
Number of Tranceivers per Node

7

Figure 6.4: Constraint percentage improvement using LR

6.5 Summary
We proposed a Lagrangian relaxation based on a repair heuristic to extend the
applicability of our topology control for hybrid RF/FSO model to large networks. We
were able to find a feasible solution using Lagrangian Relaxation. Moreover, our
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experiments provided more insight into how changing source-destination paus
determined the topology when node locations are given.
Using Lagrangian Relaxation is a good approach to provide a tight bound solution,
but the amount of computation time is high. In the next chapter, we propose a new
heuristic solution based on a particle swarm optimiz. ation to solve the topology
control problem for larger scenarios with lower computation time.
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CHAPTER 7
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

7 .1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce our new approach to solve topology control
problem in Hybrid RF/FSO for large-scale networks in terms of number of nodes,
number of transceivers, and number of source-destination pairs. The new approach is
based on a stochastic global optimization technique inspired by social behavior of
bird flocking called "Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)" technique. PSO shares
many similarities with Genetic Algorithms (GA) technique [55] in a way that the
system is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for better
solution by updating generations. However, PSO has no operators such as crossover
and mutation. In contrast, the potential solutions in PSO, called "particles", fly
through the problem space by following the current optimum particles.
The advantage of using the PSO approach over other metaheuristic algorithms
is that it is a general technique requiring few parameters to adjust. Therefore, one
PSO version works well in a wide variety of applications. Moreover, the large number
of particles moving in the solution space prevents the algorithm from being trapped in
a local optima. Also, the fact that PSO is a decentralized solution by nature where
particles interact and exchange information among each other without being under the
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control of a centralized unit makes from the PSO technique an attractive and powerful
approach to solve optimization problems in distributed environment.
This chapter will address the details of using the PSO technique in solving
topology control optimization problem. These details include: (1) How topology
control in hybrid RF/FSO solution is encoded in each particle, (2) How initial
particles are generated in the swarm, (3) How particles move in the search space to
reach a better solution, and (4) How the fitness function is being evaluated.

7 .2 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Overview
Swarm Intelligence falls under the categories of Artificial Intelligence
techniques that is based on the collective behavior of the decentralized, self organized systems. These systems are modeled by a population of agents that share
information with each other and interact with their environment. Although there is no
centralized mechanism that governs how these agents will interact with each other,
the random interaction between these agents leads to global system intelligence.
Examples of such systems are: ant colonies, bird flocking, fish schooling, etc. Many
algorithms were developed and adopted this concept in many applications. The
control of unmanned vehicles in the US army, the planetary mapping in NASA,
crowd simulation in movies or games, and ant-based routing are examples of these
applications [54, 55, 56].

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is considered as a special field in Swarm
Intelligence that is most suited for problems where solution can be represented by a
point on a surface or n-dimensional space.
Optimization problem is modeled in PSO by constructing a population (called
Swarm) of candidate solutions {called particles) that evolves toward better solutions
by exchanging information between particles. The evolution in PSO is an iterative
technique where each particle at each iteration step adjusts its solution in the direction
of its own best historical solution, and at the same time to the direction of the best
global solution obtained among other particles in the swarm. To achieve that, each
particle keeps track of two best values: (1) its best fitness value which is stored as the
best local value, (2) the best global fitness which is recorded among all the particles in
the swarm. Some other PSO algorithms also keep track of the best value, obtained so
far by any particle in the neighbors of the particle. The movement of the particle in the
search space is controlled at each iteration step by the particle position ( x;,J ) and
velocity ( v;,J) update equations:
• vI..
,/

= wv I. +c 1r1(globalbest j . -xl , j •)+c2 r1- (/ocalbes1 I,). . -xI ,/ •)

• X·I ·

= X·I,)·

,)

+v-I,

}

Where i is the particle ID,} is the variable ID, w is the inertia weight, cl and c2 are
two positive constants, called the cognitive and social parameter respectively r 1 and
r2 are random numbers uniformly distributed within the range [O, 1].
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7.3 Particle Encoding
A particle is encoded as a vector of heterogeneous variables which their values
represent a candidate solution of the hybrid RF/FSO topology control problem. These
variables are classified into three types:
•

X_Power(i,j,t): Represents the transmission power from node i to node j
using transceiver t. Vi, J e V and t E T

•

X_Beam(i,j,t): Represents the beam opening from node i to node j using
transceiver t. Vi,} e V and t e T

•

X_SD(sd): Represents a pointer to entries m the routing and transceiver
assignment enumeration table Vsd e SD which is done by taking all the routes
generated by the K-shortest paths algorithm for each source-destination pair.
After all routes are generated, all possible transceiver assignment
combinations are generated. Each unique transceiver assignment on a route is
considered as a unique path. This table is generated by combining the K
Shortest routes for each source-destination pair with all the possible
transceiver assignments for that route.

Figure 7.1 shows the structure of these variables in each particle. Also, to help
understand our particle encoding technique of the variables X_SD, consider the
example depicted in Figure 7.2 which represents a simple 3-node network. The figure
shows an example of single X_SD variable pointing to a candidate route and
transceiver assignment. In this figure, the variable points to index 4 entry of the
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routing and transceiver assignment enumeration table. Notice that the entries of the
enumeration table have full routing and transceiver assignment information for each
connection. For example, the enumeration matrix indicates that index 4 entry uses
transceiver 2 on the first hop and transceiver 1 on the second hop. Also, the route
index field indicates that the first hop for this entry is (1-¼2) and the second hop is
(2-¼3) by pointing to the K- path matrix.
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Particle Encoding

Figure 7.1: Particle encoding of the Topology Control problem in the hybrid RF/FSO
networks
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Figure 7.2: X_SD variable encoding example using enumeration matrix and K-paths
matrix

7.4 Swarm Initialization Process
In our model, instead of having the initial population of particles as
completely randomly generated, we generated initial particles using the first-fit
algorithm presented in [59]. First-fit simply searches the routing and transceiver
assignment enumeration table from the beginning, and uses the first possible path that
meets the QoS requirements to satisfy the request. If no free entry is available, a
random path is selected and the request is marked as unsatisfied.
In addition, to minimize the possibility of being trapped in a local minimum
we mixed the initial first-fit particles with other totally random particles. Flow chart
in Figure 7.3 illustrates the swarm initialization process.
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Start

Sort Connections

Generate Initial Particle based
on the sorted connections
using First-Fit

Terminate
initialization
rocess

YES

Generate new
particle

Increment number
of generated
particles

Figure 7.3: Swarm initialization

The new particle generating process m Figure 7.3 and its variables
initialization is detailed in the pseudocode in Figure 7.4.
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generateNewParticle: Function that generates new particle
SD: Number of source-destnation pairs
R: Integer value to indicate the percentage of random
particles in the initial swarm
ParticleID: The Id of the new partcile that needs to be
genrated
generateintRandom(N): Function geneartes integer number
between O and N
assignRandomPath: Function assigns a random path index for the
source-destination connection
runFirstFit: Function assigns a path index for the source
destination according to the first-fit algorithm
output: Particle
Particle generateNewParticle(particleid)
{

if(ParticleID==O)
for(int sd=O;sd<SD;sd++)
{

Particle[i]=runFirstFit(sd);

else
int sdCounter=O;
boolean selectedConnection[SD];
for(int sd=O;sd<SD;sd++)
selectedConnection[i]=false;
while(sdCounter! =SD)
{

sd=generateintRandom(SD);
if(selectedConnection[sd]==-1)
{

if(particleID%R==O)

Particle=assignRandomPath(sd,ParticleID);
else
Particle=runFirstFit(sd,ParticleID);
selectedConnection[sd]= l;
sdCounter++;

return Particle

Figure 7.4: Generating new particle algorithm

Note that, the source destination- pairs is sorted according to their end-to-end
delay requirements. However, In case of a tie (two connections have the same delay)
the one with more throughput requirements comes first.

7.5 Particle Update Process

Particles in PSO move and improve their solutions according to the particle velocity
and position equations:
k+l

V;,J

k

= wV;,J

X

k

k

k

k

k

k +l

i'

j

=

X

k

i,

j

+ V

k +I

I, j

Where:
• i = 1, ..... , N where N is the population size
• j=l, ....., Mwhere Mis the particle size(number of variables)
• k is the iteration number
•

P/1 : the position of variable j in the best local particle i

• g; : the best global position of variablej
• w : the inertia weight

k

+ clrl;,i�.J -X i J, ) + c2r2 i ,J(g1 - X;)

(7.1)
(7.2)
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• cl and c2 are two positive constants, called the cognitive and social parameter
respectively
•

r17.1. and r21�, . are random numbers uniformly distributed within the range
J

[0,1]
In the velocity equation, the inertia weight w controls the effect of previous
velocities of the particle in its current velocity. Large values of w facilitates the
explorations abilities of the particle while small values allows for exploitation of the
local search area. Experimental results shows that it is preferable to set w to a large
value at the beginning of the search and then gradually decreasing it when the particle
approaches the best fitness value[57,58]. The relative magnitudes between
rl},1 xcl and r27,1 xc2 determines whether the particle moves towards pBest or gBest.
If the upper bound of r17_1 xcl is greater than the upper bound of r27.1 x c2, then the
particle tends to utilize the neighborhood experience more than its own experience
toward finding a better fitness value. The values cl and c2 are generated randomly for
each particle at each iteration so that the particles may vary the influence between
different source of information[57].
In our PSO model, we bounded the velocity of each variable between
[Vmin, Vmax] in order to prevent Swarm from explosion. Since the variables in our
topology control problem are heterogenious, we used a unique array data structure for
every variable type and by doing that we can define different [Vmin, VmaxJ
boundaries based on the variable type. There is another major advantage for such
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structure which consist of helping in the paralleizim that will be presented in the GPU
implementation in chapter 8. Figure 7.5 provides C structures of our swarm
implementation. As can be noticed, the swarm structure is application independent
and PSO variables can be customized using the same structure based on the
considered application. For example, to add a variable ·called "X_z ", a struct for that
variable needs to be defined as follows
typedef struct
{
int * X z;
}ZVAR;

Then a pointer to that variable inside the swarm should be defined as follows
ZVAR **

zVar;

typedef struct
{
int * X sd;
}SDVAR;
typedef struct
{
float * X Power;
} PVAR;
typedef struct
{
float * X Beam;
}TVAR;
typedef struct
{
SDVAR ** sdVar;
PVAR ** pVar;
TVAR ** tVar;
SDVAR ** V sdVar;
PVAR ** V_pVar;
TVAR ** V tVar;
SDVAR ** pl_sdVar;
PVAR ** pl_pVar;
TVAR ** pl_tVar;
int * pg_sdVar;
float * pg_pVar;
float * pg tVar;
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float * plFitness;
SDVAR ** sdVarOrder;
float bestSwarmFitness;
int numBlocking;
}Swarm;

Figure 7.5: C structures of our swarm implementation

7 .6 Optimization Problem and Fitness Function Evaluation
First, we start by modeling our topology control optimization problem as non-linear
programming problem.

7.6.1

Assumptions

• We use the same system model and assumptions presented in Chapter 5

7.6.2
• V: Set of mobile nodes. For each node i e v , we have:
oLocation
oNumber of RF and FSO transceivers
• r;: Set of transceivers. For each transceiver tat node i, we have:
• C_MAX: Maximum capacity
• S: Sensitivity
• D: Diameter
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•Wmax: Max Beam-Width
• Pmax: Max Power level
•SD: Set of requested source-destination connections.
For each(s,d) E SD, we have:
• Drs,d)."Maximum delay
• Th rs,dj."Minimum Throughput
• Paths: The enumeration look-up table of all possible paths which is done by
taking all the routes generated by the K-shortest paths algorithm for each
source-destination pair. After all routes are generated, all possible transceiver
assignment combinations are generated. Each unique transceiver assignment on
a route is considered as a unique path.

7 .6.3

Variables

For the purpose of writing the equations in a clear format we will rename some of the
PSO variables presented in the particle encoding section such that:
•Hsd: Number of hops in the selected path in X_sd[sd}.
•X = [xiJ,c]: Transmission power (X_Power) for every node i and j and
transceiver c in the network.
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•A=[aiJ,c]: Beam opening (X_Beam) for every node i andj and transceiver c in
the network.
• G: [giJ,c] Link incidence matrix of size NxNxT where N is the number of nodes
and T is the number of transceivers. giJ,c stores the reserved capacity of
every link (i-+J using transceiver c). The value of giJ,c gets updated for every
used link in the selected path in X_sd[sd].

7.6.4

Objective Function

The objective function is to minimize the total transmission power in the network
Min

LLL

WI WI IT[iJI

i=I J=I c=I

7 .6.5

X;,J,c

(7.3)

Constraints

• Delay Constraints: To ensure that the number of hops in the selected route
doesn't violate the delay requirement in terms of end-to-end delay

H.,d � D.,d

Vsd E SD

(7.4)

• Throughput Constraints: To ensure that the throughput requirements are met.
For every link (liJ,c) in the selected path look-up table and Vsd E SD.
(7.5)

BER;,J,c is calculated using the same approach in the ILP model in chapter 5.

• Alignment Constraints: To ensure that every FSO transceiver in the network is
aligned and transmitting with one transceiver only at the same time.
For every selected link between node i and node j using transceiver c in the
selected paths:
(7.6)
gi,j ,c .gk,i,c =

0 Vk

-:fc

j

(7.7)
(7.8)
(7.9)

• Power Constraints: To ensure that transmission power on each transceiver
does not exceed maximum power

0 ::::; X; ,J ,c ::;; Pmax Vi, j E V and C E Ti

(7.10)

• Beam Opening Constraints:

0 ::::; a;,J,c ::;; Wmax Vi, j E V and c E Ti and c is an FSO tranceiver

(7.11)

ai,J,c = 2,r Vi,} EV and c ET; and c is an RF tranceiver

(7.12)
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7.6.6

Fitness Function Evaluation

The constrained Topology Control problem in section 7.6.5 is transformed into
unconstrained problem where the fitness function Fx of our PSO model is calculated
by adding a penalty component r(x) for every unsatisfied constraint to the objective
function value. In the literature, the penalty functions can be divided into two
categories: stationary and non-stationary functions. In the former, fixed penalty is
added to the value of the objective function when a constraint is violated. The latter
adds dynamically changed value for the penalty depending on how far the infeasible
point from the constraint. Previous work shows that the results obtained from the non
stationary approaches are more accurate than those obtained using stationary
approaches [57].
By applying the non-stationary approach to the penalty function, our fitness function
is evaluated as follows:
Fx = F + h(k)

L y(i)
II

(7.13)

where R is the number of constraints a
We use:
h(k) =

k

✓ , where k is the iteration number.
After defining the swarm structure and the fitness evaluation, the general

algorithm of the PSO can be applied as presented in Figure 7.6. It starts by creating
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the swarm of particles and assigning each particle with its parameters such as the
initial position. Then the algorithm updates the position of each particle according to
velocity and position equations. In each iteration step, the particle compares its
current position with its best ever position. If the current position turns out to be
better then the current position becomes the particle position. The particle with the
best value for the fitness function is chosen to be the swarm's best particle and the
particles in the swarm tend to fly toward this particle.

Do
{

For each particle
{
Calculate the corresponding fitness value
If the fitness value is better than the particle's best
fitness value
Set the current P vector to the particle's current X vector
Choose the particle with the lowest fitness value and make it
the global best position
For each particle
Calculate the particle's velocity
Update the particle current position vector

X

while maximum iteration or minimum error criteria is not attained

Figure 7.6: PSO algorithm

7.7 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a large-scale solution for the topology control problem in
hybrid RF/FSO networks using particle swarm optimization. The proposed PSO
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version can fit well in a wide variety of applications. Performance results of our
proposed solution will be demonstrated in Chapter 8. These results were collected
using two varieties of the PSO techniques: A sequential and a parallel version
executed on Graphical Processor Unit (GPU) device.
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CHAPTER 8
PARALLEL PSO IMPLEMNTATION USING CUDA-ENABLED
GPU

8.1 Introduction
Recently, CPU architecture started facing a big challenge as the number of
transistors has tremendously increased, while the gain in performance is heading to a
dead end. In the mean time, Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) makers in NVIDIA and
ATI started to take advantage of their Graphical architecture to produce tremendous
computation power compared to CPU as shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Floating point operations for CPU compared with GPU [75]
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For example in year 2008, NVIDIA Geforce GTX 280 was able to execute around
1000 GFLOP/S compared to 100 GFLOP/s by the Intel Harpertown Quad-Core 3.2
GHz. The reason behind this huge difference in executing float operations stems from
the fact that the CPU was designed for sequential computing and it is the
responsibility of the architect to maximize parallelism for a given stream of
instructions. Since maximizing parallelism based on sequential instructions is limited,
adding more transistors would not achieve the required gain in performance. On the
other hand, GPU was designed with high data parallel structure, high memory
bandwidth, and more transistors to do data processing rather than data caching and
flow control [75] as illustrated in Figure 8.2. The NVIDIA GPU detailed architecture
is presented in Figure 8.3. It is composed of a set of multiprocessors, where each
multiprocessor contains a set of eight processors, and a multithreaded instruction unit.
It is important here to mention that the number of multiprocessors depends on the
type of the device. For example, NVIDIA Gefocre 285 card contains 240 core
processors distributed among 30 multiprocessor sets.

CPU

Figure 8.2: The GPU devotes more transistors to data processing [75]
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Figure 8.3: Multiprocessor architecture in GPU device [83]

In order to efficiently utilize the processing power of the GPU when solving
general purpose computing problems, NVIDIA introduced a high level programming
model called CUDA which is a C like language with some NVIDIA extensions. The
usage of CUDA in addition to the massive parallelism, high memory bandwidth, and
the GPU graphics cards, i.e. Geforce GTX 280 with 240 processors for less than
$400, which is a reasonable cost compared to the achieved performance. This has
made from the CUDA-enabled GPU computing a perfect solution for many scientific
applications and large-scale problems that require huge computations. In [76], a GPU
accelerated Monte Carlo simulation has been implemented. The authors were able to
achieve 60x speedup using the GPU compared to the CPU implementation.
Moreover, the GPU has been introduced in many medical applications particularly
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). In [77], the authors were able to achieve a
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speedup of 675x in accelerating a numerical solution of stochastic differential
equations using CUDA. In [78] a software that allows a neurosurgeon to visualize the
neuronal fibers in the brain of a patient using CUDA-enabled GPU has been
implemented.
In this chapter, we introduce a novel Particle· Swarm Optimization (PSO)
solution based on parallel implementation in hybrid RF/FSO using CUDA-enabled
GPU. This approach enables the resolution of large scale topology control problem.

8.2 CUDA Overview
GPU computing is considered as a single instruction multiple thread model
(SIMT) targeting problems that can be executed on many data elements in parallel
threads.

To

address

non-graphical

applications

(general

purpose

parallel

programming) such as scientific applications which require enormous computations,
NVIDIA introduced the CUDA's parallel programming model which provides the
ability for programmers to write their own code using standard programming
language such as C with NVIDIA extensions. Moreover, CUDA provides a scalable
model where the program can be executed on any number of cores, and only the
runtime system needs to know the physical processor count.

8.2.1

CUDA Hierarchal Architecture

CUDA is designed in a hierarchal model which is composed of three major
components: grid, block, and thread as illustrated in Figure 8.4. At the top of the
hierarchy, a grid of multiple thread blocks will be created when the CPU host invokes

the execution of a GPU device function called "kernel". The kernel in CUDA is a
function that is called from the CPU host and gets executed on the GPU device. All
blocks defined in that grid are distributed to available multiprocessors to execute the
same kernel by their threads. Each block contains multiple threads. Since each GPU
thread in a grid executes the same kernel, the CUDA runtime system assigns a unique
ID composed of blockld and threadid to distinguish between them. We emphasize
here that only a single grid is allowed to run at a time, meaning that different kernels
cannot run simultaneously in CUDA. As presented in Figure 8.5, kernell is executed
first and once all threads in grid] finish executing kernell, threads in grid2 proceeds
and start executing kerne/2.
In CUDA, the syntax to invoke a kernel is simply:
kernelname<<<dimGrid, dimBlock>>> (argl, arg2, ... etc)

For example in Figure 8.5, "vecAdd" is a kernel defined in a grid that contains 2
blocks and each block contains 3 threads. All 6 threads will execute the vecAdd kernel
simultaneously.
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Figure 8.4: CUDA hierarchal structure [75]

int main O
{

//serial code ...
/Call GPU Kernel (Run 2 blocks of 3 threads each)
vecAdd<<< 2, 3>>>(d_A, d_B, d_C):
/ /Serial Code ...

Figure 8.5 Kernel execution by 6 threads distributed on 2 blocks
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8.2.2

CUDA Memory Access

During kernel execution, threads have access to different type of GPU
memories as illustrated in Figure 8.6:
• Global Memory: Device memory can read/write per-grid
• Constant Memory: Cached device memory can read only per-grid
• Texture Memory: Cached device memory can read only per-grid
• Local Memory: Device memory can read/write per-thread
• Shared Memory: On-chip memory can read/write per-block
• Registers: On-chip memory can read/write per-thread with one cycle
Shared memory and registers are the fastest available memory, but
unfortunately they are limited in size. On the other hand, device memones are
accessed in high latency and low bandwidth compared to on-chip memories.
However, latency in device memory and particularly "global memory" can be hidden
given that the multiprocessor in CUDA executes threads in 32 parallel thread groups
called warps. Therefore, the bandwidth to access global memory can be maximized
when simultaneous half-warp accesses a coalesced memory space using a single
memory transaction of 32, 64, or 128 bytes.
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Figure 8.6: Memory types available in GPU [75]

8.2.3

Programming in CUDA

The general processing flow for a given program m CUDA can be
summarized in the following five steps:
I. Allocate memory on the GPU device
2. Copy data from system memory into GPU memory
3. Call the kernel function from CPU host. Whenever a kernel is invoked it
will be running N times in parallel in N separate threads on a CUDA
enabled device.
4. GPU device executes instructions using all available cores in parallel.
5. Copy the output results back from GPU memory into host system memory.
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To illustrate this, let us consider the vector addition example [75] in Figure 8.7. The
program starts by allocating and copying d_A, d_B, and d_C vector into GPU global
memory. Next, the kernel will be executed by each thread in the grid that contains 6
threads which are distributed as 3 threads in each of both blocks such that each thread
performs one pair-wise addition. The last step will be to copy the results from device
global memory into the host memory.

int main()
//Serial Code ...
// allocate and initialize host (CPU) memory
float *h A = ..., *hB = ...;
// 1) allocate device (GPU) memory
float *d A, *dB, *d C;
cudaMalloc( (void**)-&d_A, N * sizeof(float));
cudaMalloc( (void**) &dB, N * sizeof(float));
cudaMalloc( (void**) &d-C, N * sizeof(float));
// 2) copy host memory to device
cudaMemcpy( d A, h A, N * sizeof(float),
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice) );
cudaMemcpy( dB, hB, N * sizeof(float),
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice) );
//3) Call GPU Kernel (Run 2 blocks of 3 threads each)
vecAdd<<< 2, 3>>>(d_A, d_B, d_ C);
//5) copy device memory output to host
cudaMemcpy( h C, d C, N * sizeof(float),
cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost) );

//4) Kernel Definition
global
void vecAdd(float* A, float*B, float* C)
int i = threadldx.x + blockDim.x * blockldx.x;
C[i] = A[i] + B[i];

Figure 8.7: Vector addition example using CUDA
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8.3 Parallel SIMT PSO Algorithm
In this section, we introduce a novel parallel single instruction multiple thread
(SIMT) Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) solution to provide a large-scale solution
with time efficient for the topology control problem in hybrid RF/FSO using CUDA
enabled GPU based on the sequential version discussed in previous chapter. To be
able to achieve high performance, we carefully:
•

Mapped the tasks into multiple thread

•

Managed access to global memory to guarantee coalesced memory access.

•

Managed access to shared memory

•

Managed Threads synchronization
In literature, a general PSO implementation in GPU has been provided in [79,

80]. In [79], a fine-grained parallel particle swarm optimization has been introduced.
The implementation of the GPU was not efficient in the sense that the best speed up
the authors were able to achieve did not exceed 7x. Also, in some other experiments,
the CPU implementation produced better speedup than the GPU one. The main reason
for such performance drawback is that the authors depended totally on texture
rendering graphics which is not a flexible approach in contrast to CUDA-enabled
GPU computing designed by NVIDIA for general purpose computing.
On the other hand in [80], Particle Swarm with Pattern Search Optimization
(PS2) algorithm using CUDA has been introduced. The authors provided a
heterogeneous CPU-GPU solution such that the heavy computation tasks are
primarily executed on the GPU while fitness evaluation was calculated using CPU.
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The authors were able to achieve 200x speedup in some cases, however, the PSO
implementation in [80] cannot be considered an efficient implementation for large
scale problems for the following reasons: First, The GPU-CPU communication
overhead was hidden because the size of the problem was very small. In the
experiments they conducted, only 30 variables and 50 iteration steps were used.
According to their parallel PSO algorithm, after every iteration step, GPU and CPU
need to communicate to do the update process. This approach tremendously increased
the size of the problem in terms of number of variables, iterations, and constraints and
added more overhead mainly in the initialization and update steps leading to a lower
speedup. It is important to mention here that in contrast to this approach, in one of the
experiments we conducted using our CUDA PSO implementation where we had more
than 20,000 variables, we were able to achieve more than 300x speedup. Second, no
coalesced memory has been provided to access the global memory in their
implementation which is considered one of the most critical performance issues in
GPU computing implementation as we will describe next. Finally, the authors relied
on a pre-generated random numbers that are stored in texture memory to use in the
particle's update velocity equations. Storing random numbers in texture memory is
not an efficient approach particularly for large-scale problems, therefore, in our
implementation as we will detail in the random number generator sub section we
considered a more efficient approach consisting of a device function to generate
random numbers from inside the GPU code using the parallel Park-Miller algorithm.
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8.3.1

Swarm Structure in CUDA

Because there are several types of memory available on the GPU device, it is
important to know the appropriate memory type fitting the need of the current
architecture. In our PSO model, positions and velocity variables are stored using a
struct in CUDA. As depicted in Figure 8.8, a single array stores all variables of the
same type for all particles. In the Memory Coalescing subsection, we described the
reason for such organization. Moreover, hence shared memory is fast and can store
modest amounts of data we utilized its usage to store the fitness value, best local
fitness value, and random number generator initial seed of each particle.
In addition to ensuring coalesced memory access, utilizing the usage of shared
memory, we made sure in our design to write efficient instructions and to have
concurrent tasks among all threads. For example, to reduce divergent branch
operations as much as possible, we replaced this if-else statement:
if a<b then a = c else a= d

by using a single mathematical statement:
a= (a<b)*c+(a> =b)*d

typedef struct
{
int X_SD[SD*popSize];
float V SD[SD*popSize];
int p SD[SD*popSize];
int g=SD[SD];
float
float
float
float

X Power (N*N*NUM TRX*popSize];
V=Power[N*N*NUM_TRX*popSize);
p_Power[N*N*NUM_TRX*popSize];
g_Power[N*N*NUM_TRX];

float X Beam[N*N*NUM TRX*popSize);
float V-Beam[N*N*NUM-TRX*popSize];
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float p_Beam[N*N*NUM_TRX*popSize];
float g_Beam[N*N*NUM_TRX];
float

bestSwarmFitness;

}CUDA_SWARM;

Figure 8.8: Swarm structure in CUDA

8.3.2

PSO Coalesced Memory Access

The way to access global memory is a major performance issue in CUDA
implementation. Therefore, we carefully structured the PSO velocity and position
variables in global memory as described in Figure 8.9 to guarantee coalesced memory
access. Using this structure, instead of storing the variables of each particle one after
the other, we rather store the value of the same variable for each particle one after the
other. With this structure, it's clear that global memory coalescing is ensured because
the 16 thread (half-warp) access 64 byte of memory simultaneously in one transaction
where the size of each variable is 4 bytes ("float" or "integer").
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½ Warp{16
threads) are
accessing 64 byte
of memory in one
transaction

Represents ,
theM
variable on
each particle

Figure 8.9: PSO variable representation to guarantee coalesced global memory access

8.3.3

PSO Shared Memory

In CUDA-enabled GPU device, accessing the shared memory by threads in the
same warp is as fast as accessing a register as long as we guarantee that there is no
bank conflict between the threads [75]. However, because of its size limitation (16
KB) on each multiprocessor, we utilized the usage of the shared memory to store the
values of: (1) particle fitness, (2) best local particle fitness, and (3) seeds used in
random number generator.
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Under this approach, it is guaranteed that there is no shared memory bank conflict
since each thread is accessing its own variable that is located in a unique shared
memory address as illustrated in Figure 8.10. Notice that, in our architecture every
particle has one unique initial seed to generate its random numbers.

Shared Memory for
particlefitness, best
localfitness, and
seeds

Figure 8. 10: Shared memory representation to guarantee no bank conflict

8.3.4

Random Number Generator

Since GPU is not equipped with random number generators, several options
are possible. One possible solution is to pre-generate all required random numbers by
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the CPU and store them in the GPU global memory or texture memory. The other
option is to generate limited random numbers and store them in shared memory and
keep switching between CPU and GPU when there is a need for more random
numbers. These two options are not performance efficient due to the CPU-GPU
communication overhead and the expensive memory access to device memory. In
[80] the authors used texture memory to store pre-generated random numbers. Using
texture memory to store random numbers can hinder the performance of any CUDA
implementation that requires many random numbers. Basically, Texture memory is
mapped into a global memory and exhibits low bandwidth if there is a cache miss in
the texture fetches.
In our PSO architecture, our approach to handle the random number generator
is to implement a device function on the GPU to generate random number based on
the Park-Miller random number generator [8 I]. In this implementation we start with
an initial seed for each thread stored in the shared memory. Figure 8.11 illustrates the
implementation of this function.
device

double

d_intrnd(int * seed)

double const a
double const m

=

=

16807; //ie 7**5
2147483647; /lie 2**31-1

double const reciprocal_m = 1.0/m;
double temp = (*seed) * a;
*seed

=

(int)(temp - m * floor(temp * reciprocal_ m));

return (double) ((double)*seed/(double)4294967295);

Figure 8.11: The Park-Miller random number generator
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8.3 .5

Parallel SIMT PSO Algorithm

In our proposed parallel SIMT PSO algorithm, we have multiple swarms that
are executed simultaneously such that their particles are flying in the search space
separately. Each Swarm is represented by a block in the kernel grid and each particle
in the swarm is executed by a separate thread. Our algorithm is detailed as follows:
Parallel SIMT PSO Algorithm
PSO kernel
Input: Initialzed array of Swarms d_S[NUM_SWARM]
Output: Updated Swarm using PSO
1. Idx � threadidx.x
shared
int seed[popSize]
2.
float particlesFitness[popSize]
3.
shared
4.
float bestParticleFitness[popSize]
shared
5. w�float value;
6. cl�float value;
7. c2�float value;
8. If (idx<popSize) then
9.
particlesFitness[idx]�0
10.
seed[idx]� unique prime number
11.
bestParticleFitness[idx]= calcFitness(idx)
12. End if
13. For each iteration do
If (idx<popSize) then
14.
15.
updateParticle(idx,&d_S[blockidx.x)
16.
particlesFitness[idx]=
calcFitness(idx,&d_S[blockidx.x)
updateBestLocal(bestParticleFitness,
17.
particleFitness,idx,&d_S[blockidx.x]);
End if
18.
19.
If (idx==0)then
20.
updateBestSwarm(particlesFitness ,&d_S[blockidx.x ])
End If
21.
22. End for

Within the PSO kernel each of the threads that execute a kernel has a unique
thread ID represented by the threadldx variable.
updateParticle: Device function updates velocities and positions according to
equations 7 .1 and 7 .2 using SIMT
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Input: current velocities and positions, and thread idx
Output:Updated velocities and positions
1. Index+-idx
2. For each power and beam variables do
Update d_S->V_Power[index] according to equation 7.1
3.
4.
Update d_S->X_Power[index] according to equation 7.2
Update d_S->V_Beam[index] according to
s.
Equation 7.1
Update d_S->X_Beam[index] according to equation7.2
6.
Index+-Index+popSize
7.
s. End for
9. Index+-idx
10. For each SD velocities and positions do
11.
Update d_S->V_SD[index] according to equation 7.1
12.
Update d_S->X_SD[index] according to equation 7.2
Index+-Index+popSize
13.
14. End for
updateBestLocal: Device function updates velocities and positions of best local
fitness if the new fitness is minimum than current best local
updateBestSwarm: Device function updates velocities and positions of best swarm
using the lowest fitness particle if it is less than current best swarm fitness

8.4 Performance Results
In this section we provide some experimental results to illustrate the
performance of the proposed PSO technique for the Hybrid RF/FSO topology control
problem in large-scale networks. The test environment used in all experiments in this
section is an Intel Quad Core 2.67 GHz running Windows 2003 server with 6 GB
memory. The GPU device is an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285 with 240 processors (1.4
GHz) and 1 GB memory. The CUDA toolkit version is 2.1 with driver 181.20
We start with running the experiment presented in the Chapter 5 to compare
the optimal result obtained from the ILP versus the results obtained by our proposed
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PSO for the requested connections given in Table6.J. We run the experiment under
same environment conditions, where we assume that the capacity of FSO channel is
500 Mbps, the capacity of RF channel is 50 Mbps, the FSO receiver sensitivity is 43dBm, the RF receiver sensitivity is -84dBm, and the maximum beam opening is
240 mrad.

s
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

J
J
2
2
3
4
4
5

D
2
5
4
5
J
3
2
4

Throughput
(Mbps)

5
5
JOO
JOO
250
5
5
JOO

Table 8.1: Traffic used to generate the topology

Delay
J
J
2
J
J
J
2
J
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s

Scenario

�

C
�

D

Route

Selected channels

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5

2
5
4
5
1
3
2
4

1�2
1�5
2�5�4
2�5
3�1
4�3
4�3�2
5�4

0
0
2�1
2
1
0
0-�0
1

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5

2
5
4
5
1
3
2
4

1�2
1�5
2�4
2�5
3�1
4�3
4�2
5�4

0
0
1
2
1
0
1
3

Table 8.2: Transmission power and beam opening solution in PSO versus ILP.

Results presented in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3 show that PSO provides a
solution that is close to optimal where the total consumed power was 45mW in the
PSO solution while the optimal solution was 35mW. Furthermore, the selected beam
opening and channel assignment have close accuracy compared to the optimal
selection to meet the joint throughput and end-to-end delay requirements.
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Scenario

Q._

�

C
�

(Link,
Transceiver)

Transmitted
Power
(mWat)

(1�2,0)
(1�5,0)
(2�5,2)
(3�1,1)
(3�2,3)
(4�3,3)
(5�4,1)

5
5
5
10
5
5
5

(1�2,0)
(1�5,0)
(2�4,1)
(2�5,2)
(3�1,1)
(4�2,1)
(4�3,0)
(5�4,3)

5
5
5
5
10
5
10
5

-

Beam
Opening
(mrad)

80,240
80,80
80,160
80,80
80,160

Total
Consumed
Power

35

80,240
80,160
80,80
80,80

45

-

80,160

Table 8.3: Routing and channel selection for each requested connection in PSO versus
ILP
In the following experiments, we placed 30 nodes in a 150m x 150m square
area. The generated requests generated between all possible source-destination pairs
are with equal probabilities resulting in having all source and destination nodes of all
requests to be chosen with uniform probabilities. Our simulation tool generates n
requests to determine the blocking probability of the network and the total consumed
power by each transceiver in the network. The performance of our proposed PSO
algorithm is evaluated for 30 swarms with a swam size of 128 particles in each
swarm, and the total number of iterations is 1000.
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We compared our proposed PSO algorithm with the first-fit heuristic because
of the simplicity of this heuristic. Further, it was demonstrated in the literature that the
first-fit heuristic produces low blocking probabilities (82]. The proposed heuristics
were compared in terms of their blocking probability and total transmission power by
all nodes in the network.
The first experiment focused on the impact of increasing the number of
connections in the hybrid RF/FSO networks. Figure 8.12 shows that the blocking
performance of our PSO algorithm is performing much better than that of the first-fit
heuristic under the different traffic loads. Also, by looking at the slopes, we conclude
that the blocking probability increases as the connection set size increases. For
example, 10% of the connections did not meet the QoS requirement using the PSO
when the connection set size equals to 30. Moreover, Figure 8.13 shows that the total
fitness value which includes the total transmission power used in our proposed PSO
solution is better than that of the First-Fit heuristic.
The second experiment focuses on the impact of increasing the number of
FSO transceivers on the blocking probability. The network is constructed in the same
manner as before, but we varied the number of transceivers and we used fixed number
of connections= 50. By looking at the slopes in Figure 8.14, we conclude that the
blocking probability percentage improves as we increase the number of FSO
transceivers.
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Figure 8.12: Blocking probability vs. number of connections (N=30 and
transceivers= 5)
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Figure 8.13: Fitness value vs. number of connections (N =30 and transceivers= 5)
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(N=30 and connections=50)
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The third experiment focuses on the effect of the swarm size on the best fitness value.
As demonstrated in Figure 8.15, PSO with swarm size equals 128 particles was able
to achieve better solution compared to a swarm size of 64 particles under different
traffic load.
The last experiment evaluates the speedup achieved using the parallel PSO
implementation

m

CUDA-enabled

GPU

compared

with

the

sequential

implementation in CPU. As table 8.4 illustrates, GPU implementation achieved
substantial speedup ranging from 336x to 392x in all experiments we conducted.

'1

20

fi • ""
,
l' i;-1

•

• .,,

1221.28

,

;,; �

3.11 ...

r

: ' "" "
-

�

392.51

25

1222.87

3.34

366.57

30

1244.58

3.46

359.78

35

1250.86

3.56

351.44

40

1269.41

3.65

348.15

50

1295.81

3.85

336.88

Table 8.4: Parallel PSO using GPU speedup compared to sequential PSO
implementation

8.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced a parallel PSO model based on CUDA-enabled
GPU to solve the topology control problem in hybrid RF/FSO mesh network in time
efficient matter. We compared the total transmission power and blocking performance
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of our proposed heuristic with that of the first fit heuristic and showed that our
proposed PSO solution achieves better performance. We evaluate our solution using
NVIDIA Geforece GTX 285. The proposed solution provided speedup ranging from
336x to over 392x compared to the sequential CPU implementation.
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CHAPTER 9
GAME THEORETIC MODEL TO GUARANTEE
COOPERATIVENESS IN HYBRID RF/FSO
NETWORKS

9. I Introduction
The cost and structure of RF and FSO channels in a hybrid RF/FSO networks
will depend on the channel conditions and the desired QoS, respectively. But deciding
to use a hybrid model brings with it, its own set of unique problems, stemming in
large part from the fact that nodes can choose between two different channels types
each with its own transmission characteristics. Given this, steps must be taken to
prevent a relay node in a multi-hop connection from being tempted to behave selfishly
by forwarding other nodes' packets using the less reliable channel type, thereby
avoiding the individual opportunity cost that would be incurred by a "fairer" choice of
allocating a high quality link.

We address this problem of selfish behavior by

formulating node decisions within a hybrid RF/FSO network in a Bayesian game
theoretic model that is designed specifically to guarantee optimal cooperativeness
this model, its formal analysis, and the experimental verification of its properties are
the principal contributions of this paper.
We note that the application of game theory to resolving conflicts of interest
between nodes in wireless networks is not new. In [60], for example, the authors
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recast the routing problem for ad hoc networks in terms of a pricing model, in which
the destination node gives some amount of virtual money as payment to the source
node for each packet of information that is delivered. While the authors of [61] were
able to demonstrate a polynomial time modification of Dijkstra's algorithm that can
compute a Nash equilibrium path, their model may not· be realistic in some scenarios
since it does not distinguish between selfish and cooperative nodes in the network.
Most prior work that applies game theory to wireless networks assumes complete
information among nodes, which is to say, all knowledge about all other players is
available to all players. In practice, this would not be the case since nodes have
private information and might not reveal their strategies for strategic reasons.
Relatively few investigations have considered these subtle issues; here we will
mention briefly, just two. In [61], the authors provided an incomplete-knowledge
game theoretic model for an Intrusion Detection System and analyzed the interactions
between attacking and defending nodes; static and dynamic games were developed to
capture incomplete information regarding the maliciousness of neighboring nodes. In
[62], the authors provided a theoretical model to analyze routing behavior in
MANETs based on a dynamic multi-stage Bayesian game which incorporates both
uncertainty and history, and in which posterior beliefs are updated after each stage.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 9.2, we present a brief
overview about Game Theory. In section 9.3, we define the Selfishness Problem for
hybrid RF/FSO networks. In section 9.4, we describe the system model as a Bayesian
static game and provide an analysis. In section 9.5, we analyze a repeated multi-stage
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game extension of the static game. In section 9. 6, we describe our experimental
results and interpret the observed outcomes.

9 .2 Game Theory Overview
Game theory is an important tool that predicts behaviors in strategic situation
where conflict of interest exists between individuals and the success of one player to
select a strategy in the game depends on the choice that others make. Therefore, when
you play a game you are in a situation in which your choices affect others and their
choices affect you. Game theory has been used efficiently in many disciplines like
economics, biology, political science, and computer science [63, 64, 65, 66].
Games that are studied in game theory consist of the following major elements:
•

A set of players: The players are the decision makers within the context of the
game like stockholder, military leaders, or nodes in the network.

•

A strategy set: A complete plan of action available to the players. For
example, it can be attack or not attack in war, or it can be selecting the power
level in wireless communications.

•

Utility Function: The payoff a player received from playing the game. The
payoff can be in any profit form. For example, in business games it can be
market share, in political game it can territory seized, or in wireless
communications it can be consumed power.

The main objective in game theory is to find sets of strategies in which individuals
reach the equilibria. One of the most important equilibrium solutions in game theory
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is Nash Equilibrium which is an equilibrium concept in non-cooperative games
between two or more players whereby no player can improve his or her payoff by
changing their strategy (Best response). One of the major assumptions in Nash
equilibrium is that players must be rational.
To illustrate this, let us consider a very famous example in game theory which is the
Prisoner's Dilemma game [ 67]. In this game, the two players are partners in a crime
who have been captured by the police. The police have insufficient evidence for a
conviction, therefore, they placed them in separate cells and offered both of them the
same deal to confess to the crime. The game can be represented by the matrix of
payoffs in Figure 9.1 where each value represents the number of year they will spend
in jail based on the selected strategies. If the two suspects are rational and they play
according to Nash Equilibrium the best strategy will be for both of them to confess
the crime as shown in Figure 9 .1.
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A--� Confess
Confess

Not confess

,----,
: 5,5 :
•----•

0, 15

15,0

1,1

NE

Not confess

Prisoner's dilemrna
Figure 9.1: Prisoner's dilemma matrix game
In some other games, player cannot have pure strategy to find the Nash
Equilibrium point and that leads to a need for a new model to find the Nash
Equilibrium point in such games. Therefore, mixed-strategy equilibria has been
found to allow the player to randomly select a pure strategy [65]. "Formally, mixed
strategy is a probability distribution that assigns to each strategy of being selected"
[68]. If only one strategy has a positive probability of being selected, the player is said
to use a pure strategy. To illustrate the concept of mixed-strategy, let's consider the
matching pennies game [ 68, 69] in Figure 8.2 in which the strategy of the two players
is to choose Head or Tail. Player 1 wins a dollar from player 2 if his choice matches
player2. Otherwise he will lose a dollar to player I.
In this game, there is no pure strategy Nash Equilibrium (heads or tails) that is
considered a best response. Therefore, when you play this game you should be
unpredictable and the unique Nash Equilibrium point of this game is using mixed-
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strategy such that each player chooses heads or tails with equal probabilities (Heads
with 50% chance and Tails with 50% chance).

� HcJd

TJil

Head

Tail
Matching Pennies

Figure 9.2: Matching pennies game

9.3 Problem Definition
In wireless mesh networks, if nodes are permitted to be governed by
unmitigated self-interest, they may choose to forward packets on low quality links
(thereby incurring a lower opportunity cost) rather than inhabiting a cooperative
modality in which they forward traffic onto a high-quality links which a connection
might fairly deserve. How can this be addressed? We presume here that every source
node (be it selfish or cooperative) is rational. Specifically, a selfish node would not
forward data on to low quality links all the time, if it knew that such poor citizenship
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would result in strong retribution by the network elements. On the other hand,
detecting bad behavior on the part of the source node requires that destination nodes
(that are the recipients of traffic) monitor the level of service they are receiving.
Unfortunately, from the perspective of a destination node's costs, monitoring is an
expensive activity since it requires significant power:.consumption in hardware and
software-level auditing. Thus, the source node faces a decision regarding the extent of
its cooperativeness versus selfishness; simultaneously, the destination node faces a
decision regarding the extent to which it monitors the service it is receiving from the
source. These competing interests and the decisions that stem from them must be cast
in Bayesian game-theoretic terms in order to find the Nash equilibrium point that
guarantees the optimal extent of cooperativeness by the source node, and the optimal
monitoring rate of the destination node. Our game-theoretic formulation is based on a
pricing model wherein each destination node pays some amount of "virtual money"
(based on its budget) to the source node, in order to ensure a reliable connection. To
be concrete, we consider virtual money to be implemented as a finite set of tokens
that are available to the network economy. The money is used by the source node to
"buy" links connecting it to the destination. We assume that the source node controls
the intermediate nodes by instructing them establish pair-wise links between them,
based on QoS parameters it selects. We follow the authors in [IO] who implemented
this by making the source node offer a payment to every node along the path for every
packet it forwards towards the destination. The costs of the individual intermediate
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links are a function of their physical channel attributes, e.g. the length of the RF links,
and weather conditions affecting FSO links, etc.
In such a system, we anticipate two kinds of source nodes will arise:
•

Cooperative source nodes that route over the highest reliability channel that
can be purchased for the money offered by the destination.

•

Selfish source nodes that seek to maximize their own profit by routing over
less reliable links (that what could have been purchased for the price offered
by the destination).

In hybrid RF/FSO networks, the Selfishness Problem arises because the source can
exhibit selfishness in several distinct ways:
1) It can transmit over RF channel instead of the FSO channel although the FSO
channel is cheaper, or vice versa (depending on the channel conditions).
2) It can change the FSO beam width.
3) It can reduce transmission power of FSO or RF channels.

9 .4 Single-stage Bayesian Game Structure
We begin by describing a single stage of our two-player Bayesian game. Then, in the
next section we will extend the model to repeated solutions for a multi-stage game
model.
Formally, a hybrid RF/FSO network is modeled as directed graph G(V, E) where V
being the set of nodes, and E representing the FSO and RF links. There is a

link 4l = (v?' vf) E E and e = (vr vf) E E, where J' is the FSO link and �is the RF link.
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R

Each link in E has the following parameters associated with it:
•

A link cost parameter C, which represents the communication set up cost.

•

A reliability parameter R (OS RS l) which represents channel availability and
stability. Based on this value, the source offers the highest reliability (R � R) it
can provide for the payment G it receives from the destination. If the source is
selfish, however, it might cheat and offers a low reliability (R < R)_

•

A monitoring cost Cin which represents how much it will cost the destination
to monitor this link

The single-stage game can be modeled such that the destination node has some
uncertainty about the source node's type:

•

N: Natural player

•

I: Set of 2 players. Player 1 is the source node. Player 2 is the destination node.

•

A;: Action space for player i. A1 = (R,B) A2 =(Monitor,NotMonitor}

•

\1.lj:Payofffunction for player i.

•

8i:

Type profile space for player i. Player 1 has private information about its

type
02 =

•

denoted

by 81 = {Selfish, Cooperative}.

Player

2

1s

a

(destination}which is common knowledge.

l'i � Aix 01 Defines the available actions for player i of some type in Bi .

singleton
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•

p: Defines the probability with which Nature draws the type profile of player 1
being cooperative. p is a common prior. Practically, initial belief value should
be specified according to the network environment.

• p: Defines the probability with which selfish source plays R.
•

q: Defines the probability with which destination plays monitor.

The strategies of our non-zero sum game are presented in the following matrices; we
see that the cooperative player adopts a pure strategy, while the selfish source and
destination adopt mixed strategies whenever no pure game exists.
Cooperallve Player [p]

I

I

R

M[q]

NM(l - q]

!!1,�1

«1, 132

. p.J.ayer [ 1 - ]
N,on-cooperatwe
p
M[q]

R[p]

Cl1, �1

0:1,I½

B(l -p]

CI:2,�

{¼,�,4

Where:
•

a1

=

G-RC

• -/11 = RW - G - Cm
• /lz=RW-G

M[l -q]

•

= G-

a,z

(c) -
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(R - E:)H

• /11 = � - G - Cm + (R- �)H
•

a3

•

W: Destination gain of creating connection

•

G: Virtual currency gain the source receives from destination

•

H: Cheating penalty

=

G-!iC

To calculate the expected value of the game for each player, we split the non
cooperative player's payoff matrix into A and B for the source player and destination
player respectively.
A= C:

::] is the selfish source node's payoff matrix, while the destination payoff

matrix if source is selfish is given by:
B=

[::

::l

Combining, we see that the expected payoff to each player is given by:

(9.1)

(9.2)

(9.3)

Where:
•

q1

= q and q2 =

1-q
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•

p1

= p and p2 = 1 - p

Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

Our game has pure strategy Nash equilibrium if any of the following

conditions is satisfied:
When cm > ('ii - B_)H, destination node plays not monitor (NM), selfish source node
plays R, and cooperative plays R.

m
when p >

-em
-Cffl+{R-R)H

pure

strategy.

This

happens

+ 1. In this configuration, destination plays NM, selfish source

best response is to play B_.
If neither of the conditions (1) or (2) met, we need to adopt a mixed-strategy, in which
the selfish source node and destination node choose a probability distribution over
possible actions. To calculate the mixed Bayesian Nash Equilibrium point (p,q), we
used the payoff-equating method. The basis of the payoff-equating method is that
"when a player uses a mixed strategy in equilibrium, he must be getting the same
payoff from each of the pure strategies used in the mixed strategy" [63]. Such a point
guarantees that none of the players will have an incentive to deviate from the
equilibrium point. Thus, we proceed by considering that the destination's expected
payoffs from the pure strategies of Monitor and Not Monitor must be identical at
mixed-strategy equilibrium:
(9.4)
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From which it follows that:

P/11 + (l-p)(,pP1 + (1-p)/Ja)

= p/J,z + (1-p)(pfJ.i. + (l-p}{!,4)

(9.5)
(9.6)

Likewise, at mixed-strategy equilibrium, the selfish source's payoffs must be equal
(for cooperating versus acting selfishly):
(9.7)

From which it follows that:
qa1 + (1 -q)a1 = q'¼_ + (1- q)a-;i

(9.8)

(9.9)

In the next section, we extend our proposed solution to handle multiple-stage game.

9.5 Multi-stage Game
We would like to model the multi-stage game as infinite repeated game.
Unfortunately the concept of subgame perfectness is not applicable in dynamic games
with incomplete information, since the subgames must contain complete information
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set-an assumption that fails to hold in Bayesian Games. To deal with this difficulty,
Kreps & Wilson introduced the approach of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) [71,
72] that refines the equilibrium concept in order to eliminate implausible equilibrium
in dynamic games. PBE operates by starting with a prior belief common to all players
and makes the moves at decision nodes based on a singleton information set. In 2x2
games, PBE can be any or all of the following [70]:
Pooling Equilibrium: When the types of player 1 play same strategy. In this case no
updating is possible for player 2.
Separating Equilibrium: When the types of player 1 play different strategies that
makes the updating process for player 2 perfect.
Semi-separating Equilibrium: One type of Player 1 plays a pure strategy while the
other type plays a mixed strategy that makes the update process for Player 2
imperfect.
We refer the reader to [70, 71, 72] for more details on PBE. In what follows, we
apply PBE to analyze the multi-stage extension of our game.
Multi-stage Game Structure

Our game is modeled as a semi-separating equilibrium where source player 81 mixes
{R.B;) if selfish, while on the other hand, the cooperative player plays pure strategy R
exclusively. We let the first stage be k= land the last stage be T where T can be oo.
We'll refer to the action of source player i against destination player j in stage k as a
binary value af (.k).

a{ (k) = o if the source action is R and equals 1 if the source action

is !1.- Every destination node j will store a history profile h{ (k) to be able to condition
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the source players' stage-game action choices in later periods upon actions taken
earlier. IL{(]<) = Caf (1), a[ (2), ... , a{ (T))

The strategy for source player at each stage k is:

·'- _

01 ("') -

1

!1.

if sfllfish and p >

if cooperative
-Cm

R - B_) H
-Cm + (-

+ (1 -p;)(R).
p;(B)
R

+ 1.)

(9.10)

otherwise

The best response of the destination player is at each stage k:
Not Monitor
Uz (k) = {
q;M + (1 -qk)NM

-Cm

if p > -Cm+ (R--!i_)H +

1

}

(9.11)

,otherwise

In the first stage (k= 1), the nature draws the type of the player using prior probability
p/(1), provided based on the environment nature. After the first stage, the belief of
node i about node j being cooperative is updated at each stage k+ 1 according to
Bayes' rule where:
(9.12)
Where
•

<p1: Selfish source player

•

q> 2: Cooperative souroe player
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•

p/(k + l): The probability with which Nature draws the type profile of player 1
being cooperative in stage k+ 1.

•

Pk (Rlq,2 ): The probability of observing Rat stage k given that the source type is

cooperative (cp7)
•

� (Rlq>J The probability of observing R at stage k given that the source type is
selfish ( cp1)

•

�(<p:2): The probability of the source type being cooperative at stage k which
equals Pl (k):

•

l\(,i J The probability of the source type being selfish at stage k which
equals 1 - p/ (k):

•

�: Variable used to set pj if B is observed. The value of this variable depends
on the network condition and how strict the destination is.

Note that, observing !i doesn't mean that the source type is selfish all of the time. This
might happen because of a technical mistake from a cooperative node, due to a
weather condition, or any possible error in the network. Therefore, sitting the value of
� is a design issue that destination and source nodes need to agree on based on the
network environment. Further, we emphasize that all game theory parameters must be
specified in the service level agreement (SLA). For example, the cheating penalty as
we see in the numerical result section is a critical factor in the game that destination
node can use to reduce channel monitoring. However, both the source and destination
nodes must define the value of this parameter. Not surprisingly, we expect that in
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negotiating the SLA, the source node will try to minimize cheating penalty while the
destination node will try to maximize the cheating penalty. Figure 9.3 demonstrates a
flow chart of our repeated multi-stage game.

Start

Define Service Level
Agreement

Play Pure Game

NO

Play Next round

-,.____,___,

YES

Set belief equals >--- ------<.i
-

NO

Update Belief
according to
Bayes rule

Figure 9.3: Flow chart of the repeated multi-stage game
We assume in our game model that:
•

The route between source and destination node is given.
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•

The service level on each link of the path between source and destination
nodes is agreed upon. Any deviation that involves providing less reliable
channel is considered cheating by the destination.

•

The behavior of each node is not uniform against all other nodes. For
example, node i can be a cooperative node when it communicates with node j,
while behaving in a selfish way when it communicates with node k.

Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium Proof

To be able to reach PBE our model must satisfy the following conditions:
1) Each player at each of its information sets must have beliefs about the node
that it is located at.
2) The action of the player at each stage of the game must be the best response
according to Nash Equilibrium.
3) The beliefs at any reachable node (on-the-path) must be determined according
to Bayes' rule.
4) The beliefs at any unreachable node (off-the-path) must be determined
according to Bayes' rule whenever it's possible.
Our proposed model guarantees that the game satisfies the PBE condition:
•

Condition I is trivial since we assign a single probability on each node.

•

Condition 2 is satisfied since we update the beliefs according to Bayes' rule
and we provide the best response during each stage according to Nash
equilibrium.
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•

Condition 3 and 4 are satisfied since the information sets are reached with
positive probability based on the update belief equation that is using Byes rule.

9.6 Numerical Results
In our experiments, we assume that high reliability R=O. 7, low reliability
R=O. l, the link communication set up cost was taken as C=2 tokens, destination gain
of receiving the traffic is W= 15 tokens, and source gain of forwarding the traffic G=5
tokens. The values of the initial belief p, cheating penalty H, and monitoring cost Cm.
are varied depending on the type of experiment.
Figure 9.4 illustrates the number of stages that are required for the posterior beliefs to
converge to 1. In this experiment, the type of the player is cooperative, p = 0.3, H=5,
and C'lll = 1. As shown in the figure it took the destination 7 stages to detect the type of
the player.
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Figure 9.4: Posterior beliefs convergence vs. number of stages

Figure 9.5 illustrates the effect of resetting the posterior belief on the probability of
forwarding using low reliability !i.- We define the resetting variable as e. In this
experiment, the type of the player is selfish player, H=5, Cm = I. The top curve
represents the probability of traffic forwarding using H. when

e

is a high value =0.1.

While the other curve represents the probability of traffic forwarding using H when e
is a very low =0.001. We can observe from this experiment that after destination node
detected H, the selfish player was able to converge again and started forwarding using
E. when � is high. On the other hand, using very small

i

forced the selfish player to

cooperate after observing its selfishness behavior. However, using very low

2

is not

necessarily a practical solution to reduce the selfish forwarding probability because
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observing low reliability can occur due to an error in the instantaneous measurements
on the destination side. Therefore, defining 2 should be a design issue that extremely
depends on the environment and the service level agreement between source and
destination.

The other observation we found from this experiment is that the

probability of selfish player forwarding using low reliability increases at each stage.
We expect this behavior since the destination node starts with a belief probability= 0. 7
about the source player being selfish. As long as a destination is observing high
reliability, its confidence that this player being selfish decreases, therefore playing
low reliability increases to meet the Nash equilibrium point.
Figure 9.6 illustrates the impact of increasing the selfishness penalty (HJ on the
probability of traffic forwarding using !i by the source and the probability of
monitoring by the destination. Figure 9.6 shows that increasing H reduces the
probability of traffic forwarding using !i tremendously by the selfish source. On the
other hand, it reduces the channel monitoring probability on the destination node. We
can conclude that destination node can reduce the monitoring cost of the channel by
having a very large selfishness penalty value. In practice, this can't be achieved
because the source node will not accept an agreement of paying high cost as a penalty.
However, destination node should try to push this value to the most extend in order to
reduce the monitoring cost.
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Figure 9.6: Probability of monitoring by destination node and probability of
forwarding using high reliability (R) vs. stage number

In the last experiment, Figure 9.7 illustrates the impact of increasing the link
monitoring cost parameter on the posterior belief convergence. Having high
monitoring cost converges the posterior belief in very few stages because the game
will be switched into a pure game when Cm > (R -!DH.
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9.7 Summary
We developed a novel Bayesian game theoretical model that guarantees
cooperative behavior in Hybrid RF/FSO networks. A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium is
applied in the multi-stage setting, extending the single-stage Nash Equilibrium model.
Our numerical results explicate the impact of game parameters on the Nash
equilibrium point and the convergence of posterior beliefs regarding the source
player. Also, we determine that cheating penalty is one of the most significant
parameters that destination node can use to reduce the monitoring probability.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

10.1 Conclusions
We started this research by providing literature survey about current hybrid
technologies in the telecommunication field. Besides, we provided detailed study
about the current challenges in hybrid RF/FSO technologies and how each individual
technology can overcome the limitation of the other technology. For example, FSO
channel can provide a high data rate connection while the RF can be used as a control
channel to maintain line of sight between sender and receiver.
As a proof of concept, we were able to provide a hardware prototype for a
hybrid RF/FSO system. This hardware is composed of a PIC microcontroller, RF
transceivers, LEDs and photo-detector to represent the FSO channel, and other ICs
components required to complete our circuit design. We were able to transmit and
receive English characters using this system.
To provide an optimal solution for the topology control problem, we provided
a mathematical model (ILP) for the adaptive topology control by adjusting transmitted
power and beam opening in hybrid RF/FSO networks. However, because the topology
control problem is known to be NP-Complete, we proposed a heuristic solution for
mid-scale networks. Our proposed solution is based on a Lagrangian Relaxation that
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is using a repair heuristic to extend the applicability of our model to find a feasible
solution.
Lagrangian Relaxation provides

a sub-optimal solution, but it is

computationally intensive. Therefore, we propose a new approach to solve topology
control problem in Hybrid RF/FSO for large-scale networks in terms of number of
nodes, number of transceivers, and number of source-destination pairs. The new
approach is based on "Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)" technique. The strength
of the proposed PSO solution stems from their simplicity, applicability to large-scale
networks, and their efficiency compared to other heuristics proposed in the literature.
Moreover, the advantage of using the PSO approach over other metaheuristic
algorithms is that it is a general technique requiring few parameters to adjust.
Therefore, one PSO version works well in a wide variety of applications. Besides, the
large number of particles moving in the solution space prevents the algorithm from
being trapped in a local optima. Also, the fact that PSO is a decentralized solution by
nature where particles interact and exchange information among each other without
being under the control of a centralized unit makes from the PSO technique an
attractive and powerful approach to solve optimization problems in distributed
environment.
To take advantage of the tremendous computation power of GPU computing,
we implemented a parallel PSO algorithm using CUDA-enabled GPU. Using this
implementation, we were able to achieve around 392x speedup compared with the
sequential CPU implementation.
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In hybrid RF/FSO networks, willingness to cooperate by forwarding traffic on
high-quality links cannot be guaranteed by selfish source nodes due to the fact that
their actions are strictly determined by their self-interest where they prefer to forward
on less quality links that have less cost. Therefore, we developed a novel Bayesian
game theoretical model that guarantees cooperative · behavior in Hybrid RF/FSO
networks. A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium is applied in the multi-stage setting,
extending the single-stage Nash Equilibrium model. Our numerical results explicate
the impact of game parameters on the Nash equilibrium point and the convergence of
posterior beliefs regarding the source player. We determine that cheating penalty is
one of the most significant parameters that destination node can use to reduce the
monitoring probability.

10.2 Future Work
10.2.1
Design of Network Security Protocols in Hybrid RF/FSO
Networks
The use of optical channels in Hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks can provide
better security compared with wireless mesh networks that are deployed strictly in RF
domain for several reasons, which include the following. (I) Transmission in FSO
channels using invisible light provides message protection against interception, (2)
Directionality in transmission can provide a secure directional transmission instead of
broadcasting to multiple neighbors, and (3) The necessity to have line of sight
between transmitter and receiver during communications makes signal interception by
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placing a detector in the path of the beam a hard process. The game-theoretic
framework I developed in my dissertation (to guarantee cooperativeness and prevent
selfish behavior) will serve as a foundation for my research into network security
protocols for hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks.

10.2.2 Green Solution in Wireless Mesh Networks using Hybrid
RF/FSO
Hybrid RF/FSO can play a significant role in reducing energy consumption,
since FSO transmissions can be at significantly lower power than RF alone. As an
initiative step, the hardware prototype and the topology control solution my
dissertation provides for hybrid RF/FSO can be extended and utilized in this
direction. We believe, the hybrid RF/FSO approach is an attractive new solution that
could prove very beneficial for in the three areas: Battlefield Environment,
Intelligence Transportation Systems (ITS), and Telemetry and Telesurgery.
10.2.3

Adaptive FEC/ARQ Protocol in Hybrid RF/FSO Channel

Forward Error Correction (FEC) is a type of error correction that allows
receiver to correct errors in the message based on the redundant data that sender adds
to the message. The advantage of FEC is that retransmission is not required.
However, in high quality channel this comes at the expense of consuming
unnecessary redundant data that leads to low throughput. On the other hand,
depending on automatic repeat request (ARQ) without FEC can cause the throughput
to fall down because of unnecessary retransmission that would be solved using FEC.
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Hybrid RF/FSO network is such an environment in which the varying nature of each
channel technology can play a major role in the quality of the channel under different
weather conditions. Therefore, we believe that implementing a hybrid error control
system using a combination of FEC/ARQ scheme is considered a promising solution
to decide the size of the redundant data based on the channel condition in hybrid
RF/FSO networks.
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